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FOREWORD
This is a revised edition of the SHAEP“Guide to the Administration

of Assembly Centers” (September 1944), CA/d9, which it entirely super¬sedes. Copies of CA/d9 should be destroyed.It is published as an aid to Military Government officers, UnitedNations Relief and Rehabilitation Administration personnel, and othersconcerned with the care and repatriation of Displaced Persons in Ger¬many. Its aitn is to bring together in one document all of the relevantpolicies and material which are of primary interest to Assembly CenterDirectors and their staffs.
It is primarily concerned with displaced persons of the United Na¬tions and those assimilated to them in status, and the material contairieiin it does not necessarily apply to enemy and ex-enemy displaced per¬sons unless this is specifically stated.
Although dealing mainly with the administration of Assembly Centers,it also contains material related to other aspects of the DisplacedPersons program. For this reason and also because it no longer dealswith liberated territories but solely with GERMANY and such otherparts of occupied enemy territory as may come under the jurisdictionof the Supreme Commander Allied Expeditionary Force, its title hasbeen changed. Much of this material is established policy and hasbeen sent to Army Groups by SHAEF in official directives. Some ofit is presented merely as a guide. It supplements but does not supersere official directives and instructions.

Displaced Persons Branch,
G-5 Division,SHAEF May 1945
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Part I Section I

INTRODUCTION

This guide is issued to aid those charged with responsibility for
administration of Assembly Centers and displaced persons problems
generally. Part I sets forth general principles and procedures, and
Part II sets forth policy and suggestions on specific aspects.

This guide cannot answer all of the practical questions which a
variety of conditions in the field will raise; the principles outlined,
therefore, should be interpreted with flexibility, as they only seek to
present an ideal at which to aim. Speedy repatriation remains the
chief objective.

During the combat period it will, as a general rule, be found neces¬
sary to evacuate all displaced persons to rear areas through the usual
machinery of Collecting Points and Transit Points, set up in Division
and Corps areas. These Points can provide nothing more than bare
accomodation, food and first aid for limited periods while the displaced
person is awaiting transportation to the rear . The only kind of proces¬
sing that might be performed alt this stage is the “dusting” described
in Part II , Section 5.

It is in the Assembly Center that more complete steps may be taken,
in the registration and care of displaced persons, to prepare them for
their repatriation. The experiences which they have undergone during
the past few years may make them difficult to control; they may have
little initiative their desire to take revenge may result in looting and
general lawlessness and their pent-up feelings against their former
oppressors may express themselves in resentment of any type of dis¬
cipline or authority.

Difficulties may be minimised by careful administration, maintaining
national groups together in one center, keeping families together, ar¬
ranging for the displaced persons to carry with them their personal
baggage and the effects which they prize so highly, giving the displaced
persons as much information as possible regarding their status, making
it possible for them to speak freely to Center representatives and
Allied Liaison Officers, and by numerous programs and activities which
an imaginative Center Director may be able to develop.

Displaced persons should be encouraged to organize themselves as
much as is administratively possible. National group leaders should
be selected and small national committees be formed to speak for their
nationals, make suggestions and enquiries, and to act as a channel for
disseminating instructions and information from the Center Staff.
These leaders should always be persons who command the respect and
confidence of their compatriots: the advice of the appropriate Liaison
Officer should be sought on this point and the opinions of the displaced
persons as far as possible be taken into account. Advisory committees
on specific questions e.g. accomodation or Center regulations and dis¬
cipline, may prove useful; and the gradual introduction of the admin¬
istration by displaced persons themselves of some Center activities will
not only help to restore self-resper and initiative but will make the
task of administration immeasurably easier for the Center Staff. It
should be noted however that , as the process of self-administration
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develops, the position of minority groups in the Center may need care¬
ful watching.

This Center Staff will have as its core a Center Team drawn either
from military sources or from the United Nations Relief and Rehabilita¬
tion Administration . The Supreme Commander has signed an agree¬
ment with the Director General of UNRRA Ito facilitate UNRRA’s con¬
tribution , which will toe a growing one.

The task is enormous , its political and humanitarian implications
far -reaching . It will strain to the utmost the resources , the energy
and the good will of the United Nations . The individual military of¬
ficer or UNRRA official who does his joto successfully may well feel
that he has contributed in no small way to solving one of the biggest
problems of welfare and reconstruction facing the United Nations.



Part I Section 2
POLICY DOCUMENTS

Official policies and instructions of the Supreme Commander , AEP,
dealing with the subject of displaced persons in Germany may be
found in:

1. Supreme Headquarters , AEP, Outline Plan for Refugees and
Displaced Persons , dated 4 June , 1944.

2. Supreme Headquarters , AEP, Administrative Memorandum No. 39,
subject : “Displaced Persons & Refugees in Germany ” (revised ), dated
16 April , 1945, and Annexes thereto.

3. Supreme Headquarters , AEP, Handbook for Military Government
in Germany , Part II , Chapter VIII , subject : “Displaced Persons and
Refugees .”

4. Supreme Headquarters , AEP, Handbook Governing Policy and
Procedure for the Military Occupation of Germany , Chapter VII , Part
II , subject : “Displaced Persons ” (revised edition dated April 1945).

5. Other official directives issued by Supreme Headquarters , AEF
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Part I
DEFINITIONS

Section 3

1. Displaced Persons are civilians outside the national boundaries
of their country by reason of the war who are:

a. Desirous but unable to return home or find homes without
assistance.

b. To be returned to enemy or ex-enemy territory.
2. United Nations displaced persons are displaced nationals of the

United and Associated Nations as defined in Military Government Law
No. 3, as from time to time amended.

3. Those persons assimilated to United Nations displaced persons
in status are indicated in Part II , Section 3.

4. Enemy and ex-enemy displaced persons are displaced nationals
of enemy and ex-enemy nations (Germany , Austria , Japan , Siam , Italy,
Finland , Bulgaria , Roumania Hungary ).

5. Stateless persons are persons who in law or in fact , lack the
protection of any government.

6. Assembly Centers are accommodation areas established for the
temporary care and processing of displaced persons until such time
as they can be repatriated.
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Part I Section 4

RESPONSIBIMTIES
1. Military Commanders are responsible for the care and repatriationof displaced persons in their areas and will use all available resourcesto discharge this responsibility.
2. Military Commanders will normally use Military Governmentofficers and detachments to plan, supervise and carry out the care ofdisplaced persons. They may, however, delegate this responsibility toother military formations.
3. The responsibility for the administration of an individual As¬sembly Center for United Nations displaced persons and those assimil¬

ated to them in status will be that of the Assembly Center Director.He will be either a military officer or an UNRRA official. In eithercase he will be responsible to the officer commanding the MilitaryGovernment detachment (or other military unit ) which is detailed tosupervise the Center in question.
4. The administration of any Assembly Centers that may be es¬tablished for enemy or ex-enemy displaced persons other than thosepersecuted because of race, religion or pro-allied sympathies will be theresponsibility of the German authorities under Military Governmentsupervision.
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Part I Section 6
ORGANIZATION AND ADMINISTRATION

1. General Functions and Operations of Assembly Centers.
a. The provision of shelter , feeding and emergency clothing.
to. The prevention of disease , control of epidemics and the provi¬

sion of medical attention.
c. Registration.
d. Verification of nationality.
e. Security screening.
f. The provision of welfare facilities.
g. Temporary employment of displaced persons pending repatria¬

tion.
h . Preparation of repatriation.

2. Types of Assembly Centers.
a. Assembly Centers for United Nations Displaced Persons and

others who are assimilated to them in status (see Part II , Section  3 ).
These Centers will not necessarily consist of camps or communal

buildings , though such accomodation will always toe used if available.
If it is not , blocks of houses or sections of a town may be taken over
from the German population to provide lodgings for displaced persons.
In the latter case the Assembly Center would simply be an accom¬
modation area with a central office and whatever communal facilities
were available : the displaced persons might have to maintain them¬
selves by means of cash grants (see Part II , Section 13).

United Nations displaced persons will not be billeted on the German
population.

It will normally be desirable to accomodate non -repatriable persons
in separate Assembly Centers , which should be selected , equipped and
staffed with a view to permanent occupation.

b. Assembly Centers far enemy and ex-enemy displaced persons
(other than those persecuted ) .

As a rule this type of displaced persons will be billeted on the German
population wherever possible. Such centers as are necessary for them
will be established and maintained by the German authorities . Military
commanders may have these centers established as detention camps.

3. Personnel for United Nations Assembly Centers.
a. Army —During the earliest phases the chief source of personnel

for the administration of Assembly Centers will toe the army . Official
directives from Supreme Hqrs ., ”AEF establish the responsibility of
military commanders to care for displaced persons . The standard army
team for the administration of an Assembly Center of 3,000 consists of
3 officers, 8 OR/EM and one UNRRA official.

b. UNRRA —These military teams will gradually be replaced by
UNRRA teams as the latter become available . UNRRA—United Nations
Relief and Rehabilitation Administration has toeen organized by the
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United Nations for the purpose of aiding in the relief and rehabilitation
of those countries requiring international assistance . UNRRA teams
have toeen recruited , trained , and assigned to various military echelons,
(for standard UNRRA team of 11-13 see Appendix 1). Additional per¬
sonnel may be supplied by certain voluntary relief societies, but this per¬
sonnel will be coordinated by UNRRA and work under UNRRA’s aegis.

c. Displaced Persons —A team of 11-13 persons will be insufficientto run all activities in a center of 3,000 inhabitants . This team is
merely intended as a nucleus around which the Director will build up
an aministrative framework made up from among the displaced persons
themselves . As a general rule center administration will provide em¬
ployment for 7 1/2 % of the total inhabitants of a center . This may be
raised to 10 % when there is high proportion of women and children
in the center . In the initial stages it may be necessary to-employ more
staff than when the center is organized and running smootly . Part II,
Section 11 of this Guide lays down conditions of employment for dis¬
placed persons . It is advisable to give displaced persons employed on thestaff as many privileges as possible in order that the removal of such
privileges can serve as a sanction when a job is 'badly of inefficientlyperformed.

Suggested Functions of Displaced Persons Staff in Assembly Centers.
The following is a suggested list of functions in which displaced

persons might be employed in Assembly Centers:
National Group Leaders
Assistant National Group Leaders
Registration and Assistance to Liaison Officers
Accommodation and Employment Services
Interpreters
Records , Accounts and Clerical Work
Center Police and Fire SquadsCenter Maintenance
Cookhouse and Messing
Supplies —storing and issue
Medical Services
Sanitation —delousing , latrine maintenance and disposal of wastesInformation Bureau —Communications

Counselling Service
School
Recreation
Repatriation —(see Part II Sectionl2)
A Center of 3,000 inhabitants would normally provide full-time

employment for some 210-220 displaced persons . The proportion of
this number employed in each different function will vary accordingto the type of Center.

d. Allied Liaison Officers for Repatriation.
(1) Status

(a) Allied Liaison Officers will be attached to military formations
in Germany for the purpose of assisting in the care , control and repa¬
ration of their displaced nationals . For the most part this work will
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be carried out in Assembly Centers, subject to military control and
(b) They may receive, and alter consultation with the appropriate

military authority, act upon such instructions of their governments as
are consistent with the requirements of the military authorities. Alt
communicationswith their governments will be through the normal
military channels, and will toe addressed to the Chief Liaison Officer
at DPX, Supreme Hq., AEF

(2) Duties
(a) Principal Duties of an Allied Liaison Officer:

i. Verify the claims of those displaced persons who claim his
nationality.

ii. Issue repatriation visas to those whose claims are verified.iii. Recommend to the Center Director priorities for the repatriation
of his nationals within the Center, in conformity with instruc¬
tions issued by his Chief Liaison Officer.

iv. Keep his Chief Liaison Officer informed through channels of
the situation regarding displaced persons of his nationality.

(b) Subsidiary—An Allied Liaison Officer should be prepared to
carry out the following subsidiary duties at the request of the CenterDirector:

i. Assist in the administrative control of his nationals and the
maintenance of discipline among them.

ii. Furnish his nationals with up-to-date information from theirGovernment.
iii. Recommend suitable persons from among his nationals to be

appointed to the Center administrative staff , to carry out
registration and assist the Liaison Officer in the performance
of his duties.

iv. Give assistance when required in cases where his nationals are
suspected of toeing war criminals or undesirable from a security
point of view.

v. Assist where possible in the settlement or documentation of
claims made by his nationals.

vi. Assist in the protection, disposal or custodianship of any
property belonging to his nationals.

vii. Where possible take necessary steps to ensure that his nationals
do not carry out of Germany any foreign exchange assets not
belonging to them.

viii. Assist the Center Director in any other matters where hisnationals are concerned.
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Part I Section 6

FORMS FOR USE IN ASSEMBLY CENTERS

1. Registration (see Part II Section 2)
Form DP 1 A.E.P . DP Index Card
Form DP 2* A.EF . DP Registration Record
Form DP 3 A.EF . Assembly Center Registration Card
Form CA/d4 (revised ) Assembly Center Weekly ReportManual CA/d5 Displaced Persons Registration Instructions
Form CA/d6 A.E.F . DP Supplementary Summary Medical RecordPamphlet CA/d7 Instructions for the Use of A.E.F . DP Supple¬mentary Summary Medical RecordForm CA/d8 A.E.F . DP Meal Record Card
Pamphlet CA/dl9 (revised ) Guide to the Registration of DisplacedPersons in Germany.

2. Accounting for Cash and Supplies (See Part II Section 13)
CA/fl Cash Book Receipts
CA/f2 Cash Book Payments
CA/Gf3 Receipt Voucher
CA/Gf4 General Payment Voucher
CA/Gf5 Payroll (Civilian Employees)CA/f7 Requisition for Funds
CA/dlO Cash Relief Payment RecordCA/dl2 Free Issue Voucher
CA/dl3 Stock Record Card
CA/dl4 Center Store Requisition/Issue Voucher
CA/dl5 Memorandum Receipt
CA/dl6 Supplies Status Report
CA/dl7 Center Analysis Sheet

3. Miscellaneous
CA/dl3 DP Field Post Card (see Part II Section 7)

* Some of these cards were printed in error as D.R. 2.
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Section 7
ASSEMBLY CENTER REPORTS AND RETURNS

REGISTRATION

FORM TO WHOM SENT
AND NUMBER OF COPIES WHEN TOTAL COPIES

REQUIRED

CA/d4 Normal Channels (5) (a ) On estab- 6
(Revised) For : All Echelons (including

SHAEF DPX)
lishment.

(b ) Weekly
as of 1,200
hours Satur¬

day.
DP -2 Normal Channels (1) When filled ■,

(duplicate)
For : SHAEF DPX

Normal Channels (1)
(original)

in except for
spaces (22)

(23) (28)
(30) (31)

On death or
disaopear-

1

For : SHAEF DPX

Officer i/c Repatriation
Convoy (1)

(original)
Mother (1)
(extra copy)

Local Civilian Registrar (1)
(extra copy)

ance ; and for
non -repat-

riables.
On repatria¬

tion.

On birth of
child.

On death.

2 (3 if
death

or birth ) .

I

ACCOUNTING

FORM TO WHOM SENT
AND NUMBER OF COPIES WHEN TOTAL COPIES

REQUIRED

Supplies.
Status.
Report

(CA/dl6)

Normal Channels (2)
For : Mil/Gov . detachment

SHAEF DPX

Monthly. 3

Return  of
Cashreceipts
& Expendi¬

tures.

Normal Channels (1)
For : SHAEF DPX

Monthly. 2

Cash  Book
forms CA/fl,
CA/f2 with
relative 'docu-

ments.

Normal Channels (1)
For : C.F .A., Army Group.

Monthly , to
arrive by 7th
day of month.

2
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Part II Section 1

THE ASSEMBLY CENTER PLOW CHART

1. The processes involved in the care of DPs in an Assembly
Center are illustrated toy the Assembly Center Plow Chart. The purpose
of the Chart is to trace diagrammatically the flow of displaced persons
through the various stages of processing in an Assembly Center for
United Nations displaced persons and those assimilated to them in
status.

2. Displaced persons arriving at an Assembly Center must be
segregated from those already resident until they have undergone
certain processes, viz:

Initial Registration (See Part II , Section 2)
Disinfestation 1
Line Medical Examination \ (See Part II , Section 5)

3. These processes must therefore toe carried out in an Admission
Control Section that is separated from the rest of the Center.

4. There must also toe facilities in this Admission Control Section
for messing and sleeping, as displaced persons often arrive hungry and
tired and it may take some time to put them all through the initial
processing.

5. Any blankets used in this Section must either be disinfested or
withdrawn from the displaced persons before they enter the main part
of the Center.

6. It is suggested that the Admission Control Section should to?
capable of accommodatingand processing 500 persons, with the neces¬
sary facilities as indicated .

7. After being processed in accordance with para2 the displaced
person may toe allotted “permanent” accommodation, i.e. accommodation
in the main part of the Assembly Center, unless the line medical inspec¬
tion shows that he should be hospitalised first

8. The next process is that of Full Registration, which will take
place as soon as Registrars have been selected and trained (see Part II,
Section 2).

9. The Chart shows the principal categories of claims that are
likely to be made by displaced persons regarding their nationality and
status, and the procedure to be followed in each case (see also Part II,
Sections 3).

10. Soviet citizens, once their nationality has been verified, will be
transfered to Treaty Centers which will be administered internally bySoviet Officers.

11. Verification of nationality, based on the Registration that has
taken place will be carried out by Allied Liaison Officers nominated
by the Government concerned or, in the case of occupied territories,
by the occupying authorities. It will be attested by the affixing of a
visa stamp. in space 29 of the DP2, and this visa stamp constitutes at
the same time authorization to be repatriated.

12.. Cases where nationality is in doubt will be referred to the
approriate Chief Liaison Officer at SHAEF, DPX (see also Part II,Section 3).

13. Registration and Verification of Nationality together constitute
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an elementary form of security screening. The disposition of thosefound to be enemy nationals or otherwise strongly suspected is indicatedon the chart. Minor suspects will be repatriated in the normal .way(see Part II , Section 8).

14. The period “Awaiting Disposal” may be short or long, dependingmainly on the transport situation. During this time employment isstrongly recommended (see Part II , Section 11) and many types ofwelfare services will be needed (see Part II , SCtion 7). There shouldalso be regular medical inspections and courses of immunization wherenecessary.
15. When the requisite Movement Order arrives, those that havereceived their visas must be organized for the journey and must begivena final medical clearance as well as a general departure inspection(see Part II , Section 12).
16. Those without visas, however, will remain until such time asthey can toe removed to special centers.
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jj  Section 2REGISTRATION

This Section , which is taken from the SHAEF “Guide to theregistration of Displaced Persons in Germany ” (CA/dl9 revised ) dated1 May, 1945, contains suggestions concerning the order in which registra¬tion forms should he filled out and their use in the management ofAssembly Centers.
In reading it , reference should be made to the “Displaced PersonsRegistration Instructions ” (CA/d5), which however are superseded bythis Section in the event of any contradiction.
1. Registration on Admission.
When displaced persons are admitted to an Assembly Center , theyshould pass (if possible in family groups ) through an Admission Control.At this point , for each displaced person a Center Official should:a. Insert on a DPI the displaced person ’s names in block Englishletters , have him sign in the prescribed space, give him the card andtell him to keep it available at all times.b. Insert on a DP2 the displaced person ’s registration numberonly (and send this card to the Medical Supervisor ) .c. Insert in English on a DP3 displaced person ’s names , registra¬tion number , claimed nationality , sex, age and date of arrival in thedesignated spaces ; and keep this card as a permanent record of theAssembly Center.

d. Insert on a CA/d8 the displaced person ’s name and registra¬tion number , and give him this card to keep and show at meal times
2. Disinfestation and Line Medical Inspection.
The Medical Supervisor will make entries in spaces 25 and 26 ofDP2 and return the card to the Assembly Center file.
3. Issue of Blankets and Clothing.
When an issue is made the appropriate box (es) will be checked inspace 10 of DP3 (and later copied in space 23 of DP2).
4. Assignment of Accommodations.
When the displaced person has sleeping quarters assigned to him,this will be recorded in space 7 of DP3 in pencil.

Full Registration.
a. Registrars will be chosen from each national group andinstructed in preparing DP2 with the aid of CA/d5
b. In an interview with each displaced person the Registrar willcomplete DP2 up to space 21 inclusive , adding remarks as necessaryin space 24.
c. The Registrar or assistant will later make a copy of each DP2,get the displaced person to sign , and return both copies to theAssembly Center file.

6. Medicai Treatment.
a Any subsequent disinfestation and any necessary immuniza-
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tion will be recorded by the Medical Supervisor in spaces 25 and27 of DP2.

b. Any hospitalization will be recorded on CA/d6 (see CA/d7)and attached to DP2.
7. Visa.
The appropriate Allied or other Liaison Officer for Repatriation willaffix a visa stamp in space 29 of both copies of DP2 when he hasapproved a displaced person ’s claim to nationality . The visa authorizesrepatriation . A displaced person who is authorized to return to acountry other than his own will require an additional visa from theLiaison Officer of his country of destination.
8. Reports/Retums.

a . The duplicate copies of DP2, when complete except for spaces22, 23, 28, 30, 31, will be sent to SHAEP, G-5, DPX , through channels.In the case of those refused visas, those considered stateless , orthose refusing to return to countries of nationality or districts ofresidence , duplicate copies likewise will 'be sent , but the LiaisonOfficer or Center Director respectively will state the reasons inspace 24 and add his signature.
b. CA/d4 (revised ) will be submitted as of 1,200 hours eachSaturday in quintuplicate , through channels . Although registrationmay not toe complete , totals by claimed nationality should beincluded.

9. Repatriation.
a . After final medical inspection , the Medical Supervisor willcomplete space 28 of the original DP2 (marking box MR if a CA/d6is attached ).
to. The Center Director will place in the custody of each NationalGroup Leader or Convoy Leader the original DP2 of each memberof his nationality in the convoy for delivery to the Director ofthe Reception Center.
c. The Center Director will issue to the Convoy Leader a nominalroll showing the names , nationality , registration number and destina¬tion of each member of the convoy ; and submit a copy of this rollto SHAEP, G-5, DPX , through channels.
d. The date of departure and destination will- be inserted anspace 6 and 8 of DP3 for each person leaving.

10. Transitional Movement.
a . Military necessity may require transitional movements of

displaced persons not involving immediate repatriation . Even thoughregistration may not have been completed , the general rule to followwill be to dispatch with the displaced person (in the custody of theConvoy Leader ) all his records , except the DP3 which will beretained.
b. At the Assembly Center to which the individual may be moveda new DP3 will be prepared . ' ’
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11. Disappearance.
For displaced persons who have disappeared after registration, theoriginal and duplicate DP2 will be sent through channels to SHAEF,G-5, DPX.
12. Births and Marriages.

a. When a birth occurs, the child should be registered at the
earliest opportunity, giving full particulars concerning the birth. A
third copy of the DP2 should be prepared and given to the motheras a personal record of the birth . When marriages occur, the DP2
and DP3 cards of the displaced persons concerned should be altered
or new cards prepared.

b. Both births and marriages should also be registered according
to local law, and certificates obtained and issued to the individualsconcerned
13. Deaths.
Procedure as specified in CA/d5, page 11, except that both theoriginal and duplicate DP2 will be sent through channels to SHAEF,G-5, DPX.

(SUPPLEMENTARY SUGGESTIONS)
1. DPI

a. The registration numbers are preprinted and each numbei
occurs only once. The registration number is therefore a means foridentifying the individual if his name presents difficulty. This
number, since it is transferred to all his records, provides a key fornumerical filing.

b. The signature can be used for checking identity: the holderof the card can be required to sign his name elsewhere and thesignatures can be compared.
c. If a DPI is lost a new card will be issued and the new

registration number must toe inserted on all forms and records ofthe individual.
2. DP2

a. This card will provide the statistical information which is to
toe summarized weekly on CA/d4 Revised.

to. The details on this Card (e.g.sex, age, physical condition,
usual occupation) will be useful as regards employment of displacedpersons both inside and outside an Assembly Center.

c. This Card should assist the displaced person’s Government
to return him to his own community and find him suitable employ¬ment. Spaces 30 and 31 are for the Government’s use.
3. DP3

a. This card provides the main record in English of persons atAssembly Centers and a permanent record of those who havedeparted.
b. After departure the record of destination will provide a meansof tracing individuals for personal or security reasons.
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c. When an Assembly Center is permanently closed all cardswill be packed and forwarded through channels to SHAEF, G-5, DPX.
4. CA/d4 Revised.

a. Six legible copies of this report will be prepared: five will beforwarded, through channels.
b. On the establishment of a new Assembly Center this reportwill be submitted with as detailed a description as possible (seeinstructions on reverse side-of form).
c. Thereafter, it will be submitted weekly as of 1,200 hoursSaturday, completed as far as possible, particularly with respect tototals by claimed nationality.
d. On the basis of the initial report, an Assembly Center Numberwill be assigned by Army Group Headquarters, and the AssemblyCenter will be notified. This number will be used on DP2, CA/d4Revised and for all official correspondence.

5. CA/d5
Bach Registrar will be supplied with a copy of CA/d5 to Study theinstructions in his own language. He will be told that the Englishcaptions on DP2 are numbered, and that these numbers are keyedto all the language translations in the CA/d5.
6. CA/d6 and 7

a. CA/d7 provides instructions in English for the preparationof CA/d6.
b. CA/d6 is printed with Fkench and German captions. Localdoctors should be able to read one of these languages and requireno further instruction.
c. CA/d6 will be supplied to hospitals used by Assembly Centerresidents.
7. CA/d8

This card should De used to control the number of meals issued toeach displaced person. A number should be cut off, punched or inkedout for each meal issued.
8. Assembly Center Card File.
The following Assembly Center card file system is suggested:a. Sort the DP3 cards by nationality and within each nationalityarrange them alphabetically.

b. Sort the DP2 cards by nationality and within each nationalityarrange them numerically by registration numbers.c. Cross-reference may be made by name or registration number.

*
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Part II SPECIAL CATEGORIES
Section 3

1. The following paragraphs, which are taken from SHAEF
Administrative Memorandum No. 39 revised. Indicate the .procedure
to ibe followed in dealing with special categories of displaced persons
in Germany.

2. Liberated Soviet Citizens.
Nationals of the USSR liberated after 11 February, 1945, will be

treated as other United Nations displaced persons except that the
following additional provisions will be made for them:

a. They will in all cases be segregated in centers of their own as
soon as the validity of their claims to Soviet citizenship has been
accepted by Soviet Repatriation Representatives. Prior to this time
they will be cared for as other United Nations displaced persons,
except that responsibility for their care and repatriation will, under
no circumstances, be transferred to or delegated to the governments
of liberated Allied countries.

b. Soviet Repatriation Representatives will have the right to
appoint the internal administration and set up the internal discipline
and management of centers in accordance with USSR military pro¬
cedure and USSR law, except that military commanders will, in
each case, appoint a military officer as Commandant, who shall
have the final responsibility for the overall administration and
discipline of the center. Military commanders will be responsible
for the outside protection of, and access to and from, these centers.

c. After identification by Soviet Repatriation Representatives,
Soviet displaced persons will be repatriated regardless of their
individual wishes.

d.Legal. (See Part II , Section 9).
e. The removal of Centers as well as the transfer from one

Center to another of Soviet displaced persons will be effected by
agreement between military commanders and the senior Soviet
Repatriation Representative in their districts. The removal of Centers
and the transfer of Soviet displaced persons may, in exceptional
circumstances, be effected without such preliminary agreement, pro¬
vided that the senior Soviet Repatriation Representative is immediat¬
ely notified of such removal or transfer with a statement of the
reasons.

f. When Soviet nationals are employed outside Assembly Centers
they will work under the supervision of Soviet officers.

g. Soviet Repatriation Representatives.
SHAEF will procure a limited number of Soviet Repatriation Repre¬

sentatives who will be called forward by military commanders in the
same manner as prescribed for Allied Liaison Officers for Repatriation
to perform the functions of such representatives as specified in the
Yalta Agreements of 11  February , 1945. They will carry on theii
functions in military zones only under competent military orders issued
by SHAEF or subordinate Headquarters.
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3. United Nations Displaced Persons Formerly Residing in CountriesOther Than Their Own.

a. These persons will he assisted to return to their countries offormer residence provided that Liaison Officers for Repatriationconcerned issue the necessary visas.
b. If the necessary visas are not issued they will be referredto Liaison or Consular Officers of their own nationality.

4. Persons Claiming United Nations PW or Civilian Internee Status.
a. The following persons will initially toe cared for as UnitedNations displaced persons:
(1) Persons of United Nations nationality found outside PWcamps who claim to be PWS.
(2) Members of military forces fighting under Allied commandwho have escaped or evaded capture by the enemy and areuncovered in the course of military operations.(3) British/US civilians found outside civilian internment campswho claim to be civilian internees.
b. Persons in categories (1) and (2) above will be reported toSupreme Headquarters, AEP, G-l Division, PWX Branch or thenearest PWX organization, who will investigate all such casesand determine whether or not the claimants are in fact entitledto that status . The care and repatriation of those found to beso entitled will be a responsibility of PWX. PWS will be evacuatedthrough PW channels direct from these centers under Army Grouparrangements.
c. When persons in category (3) above are uncovered, theirpresence should be notified to PWX. These persons will subsequentlybe dealt with in accordance with Supreme Headquarters, AEF, G-'lAdministive Memorandum on “The Care and Evacuation of US/British Civilian internees” dated 30 November 1944.d. PW Contact Officers will be called forward as necessary toassist in the control,- care and identification of PW in AssemblyCenters.
e. While in Assembly Centers PW will be maintained in accor¬dance with standards established for United Nations displacedpersons.

5. Non-interned Us and British Civilians.
a. Those will be dealt with as United Nations displaced personsand will -be reported through channels to the appropriate consularauthorities, whose authorization will be required before they canbe repatriated.
b. Applications for relief loans may be made to US consularofficers by US citizens awaiting repatriation.

6. Wives, Husbands and Children (Legitimate or Otherwise) ofUnited Nations Displaced Persons.
These, even if of different nationality, will be admitted into AssemblyCenters for United Nations displaced persons and will be permitted to
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accompany them when they are repatriated provided that Liaison
Officers for Repatriation issue the appropriate visas. If refused visas
they will be dealt with in accordance with provisions made for other
persons of their nationality or former residence.

7. Displaced Persons of Doubtful Nationality Claiming United
Nations Nationality.

a. When these persons claim to be of a particular nationality,
or opt for it under any arrangement which may be offered by the
government of that nationality, they will be referred in the first
instance to a Liaison Officer for Repatriation of that nationality.

b. If the claim of these persons to be of a particular nationality
or their option is not accepted by the Liaison Officers for Repatria¬
tion concerned, they will be dealt with as indicated in paragraph 10.
8. Non-enemy Displaced Persons Whose Nationality Is Affected By

Territorial Changes.
a. These persons will, in the first instance, be referred to a

Liaison Officer for Repatriation of their claimed nationality if
available.

b. If these persons desire to return to their districts of former
residence, sovereignty over which has been transferred to an Allied
government, they will be referred to the Liaison Officer of the Allied
government to which sovereignty has been transferred.

c. If these persons are denied visas by such Liaison Officers for
Repatriation, duplicate copies of their DP 2 cards will be forwarded
to Supreme Headquarters, AEF, with a statement of particulars.
They will he dealt with as indicated in paragraph. 10.

d. If these persons do not desire to return to their districts of
former residence, and a Liaison Officer for Repatriation of their
claimed nationality is not available, they will be dealt with as in
paragraph 10.
9. United Nations Displaced Persons Refusing To Return To Their

Countries or Districts of Nationality or Former Residence.
a. These persons, unless they have been identified as Soviet

citizens by Soviet Repatriation Representatives, will not be returned
to their countries of nationality or districts or former residence
unless they have committed war crimes, trial for which requires their
presence there.

b. Duplicate DP2 cards of these persons will be forwarded
through military channels to Supreme Headquarters, AEF with a
statement of the reasons given for such refusal. '

c. Supreme Headquarters will consider each case in the light of
the following policies:

(1) If the reasons for refusal are substantial , the individuals
will be dealt with as indicated in para 10.

(2) If the reasons are not considered substantial the individuals
will be advised that military authorities can take no further respon¬
sibility for their care and mainetenance. In either case, the dupli¬
cate DP2 cards will be returned to the Assembly Centers concerned
with suitable endorsements
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d. Supreme Headquarters will issue instructions based on the

disposition of such cases to serve as a guide to Assembly CenterDirectors in dealing with subsequent cases.
Note: Enemy and ex-enemy displaced persons, except those assimil¬ated to United Nations status, will be returned to their countries ofnationality or former residence without regard to their personal wishes.
10. Stateless Persons, Including Persons of Enemy and Ex-enemyOrigin.

a. Stateless persons may include persons who have been dena¬tionalized, whose country of nationality cannot after investigationbe determined, who cannot establish their right to the nationalityclaimed, or who lack the protection of any government.b. Stateless persons will be accorded the same assistance grantedto United Nations d'splaced persons, when this is authorized bycompetent Military Government authorities because of their loyaltyto the Allied cause. Those who are not authorized will be aresponsibility of the German authorities.
c. Duplicate DP2 cards of stateless persons dealt with as UnitedNations displaced persons will be forwarded to Supreme Head¬quarters, AEP', when their status as such is determined.
d. Such stateless persons who refuse to accept provision made fortheir resettlement will be informed that the military authorities can

accept no further responsibility for their care and maintenance.
Note: Persons should be relegated to the category of stateless personsonly after the failure of every effort made to determine their na¬tionality.
11. Enemy and Ex-Enemy Nationals Persecuted Because of TheirRace, .Religion or Activities in Favor of the United Nations.

a. These will toe accorded the same assistance granted to UnitedNations displaced persons, provided that their loyalty to the Allieshas been determined and this is authorized by competent Military.Government authorities.
b. Non-German nationals in this category will be repatriated ordisposed of in accordance with para 9.
c. German nationals in this category who do not wish to be re¬turned to their districts of former residence will be dealt with in

accordance with para 9.
12. Neutral Displaced Persons.

a. These may be accorded the same assistance granted to UnitedNations displaced persons. However, they will not be admitted toUnited Nations Assembly Centers unless authorized by competentmilitary government authorities. Those who are not so authorized
will be a responsibility of the German authorities.

b. Their presence will be notified through command channels to
the consutar officer of their nationality who will make the necessaryarrangements for their repatriation.
13. Non-German Nationals Who Have Served or Collaborated With

the Enemy.
a. Treatment prior to defeat or surrender:



Those not held as PW or civilian detainees will be treated as
displaced persons according to their nationaly (See AG 383-2 GAP-AGM,
2 December and 10 December 1944 concerning United Nations nationals
in this category).to. Treatment after defeat or surrender:

(1) Those who have been discharged or released by the demo¬
bilizing authorities will toe dealt with as displaced persons according
to their nationality.

(2) Stragglers, deserters, self-demobilized personnel and others
informally discharged from enemy military or para-military organiza¬
tions will be detained, their presence reported to the appropriate
Allied demobilization authority, and arrangements made for their
transfer to such authority. #
14. Nationals of Ex-Enemy Nations at War With Germany.
Nationals of Italy, Finland, Rounmania, Bulgaria and Hungary fall

into four categories, and will be dealt with as follows:
a. Those captured by the Allies while fighting under Axis com¬

mand or collaborating with the enemy. These are a responsibilityof G-l.
to. Those captured toy the enemy while fighting under Allied

command, and uncovered toy Allied military forces. These are a
responsibility of G-l.

c. Displaced persons. These are a responsibility of DPX, and
will toe treated as ex-enemy displaced persons except as in para 11.

d. Military internees, i.c. memlbers of ex-enemy -armed forces,
disarmed and interned by the enemy when their governments sur¬
rendered to the Allies. These, when found in organized camps, will
initially be a responsibility of G-l until their status as military
internees has been determined. They will then be handed over to
DPX and dealt with as ex-enemy displaced persons, except as inpara 11.
15. Japanese Nationals.
All Japanese nationals will be handed over to G-l for detention as

PW or civilian internees.
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Part II Section 4

SITING AND ACCOMMODATION

1. Housing and accommodation conditions will vary immensely
according to districts . Displaced persons may be housed in hotels,
schools halls , cinemas , churches , disused factories or any other type
of public building ; they may occupy blocks of houses or apartments
from which Germans have been evicted, or they may occupy workers’
camps varying in size from 50 to 5,000 occupants.

2. Cramped accommodation conditions owing to war damage and
the needs of the occupj'ing troops iwill cause difficulties in the initial
stages , but United Nations displaced persons will have priority over
the German population in matters of accommodation as in all other
questions.

3. In selecting a Center site the following factors should be
considered:

a . Location:  Centers should be located on communication routes
and close to sources of food supply , preferably near a large town.

b. Building Space:  Sufficient building space is necessary to pro¬
vide adequate.

(1) Sleeping quarters . If single-decker bunks are used —36 sq.
ft . of floor space per person . If double-decker bunks are used
—30 sq. ft . of floor space per person . These are minimum figures
and more space should (be provided if available.

(2) Administrative Offices.
(3) Warehouse and Storage Space.
(4) Admission Control Section.
(5) Dining Facilities.
(6) Cocking or Kitchen Facilities.
(7) Bathing and Latrine Facilities (See Part II , Sec. 5).
(8) Dispensary and Hospital (See Part II , Sec. 5).
(9) School and Recreational Facilities.

(10) Laundry.
(11) Prison or Detention Facilities.
c. Accomodation for Center Staff:  It is important that suitable

accommodation is reserved for the Center Staff , which includes
displaced persons with permanent jobs inside the Center.

d. Water Supply (See Part II , Sec. 5) .
c. Sewage and Waste Disposal (See Part II , Sec. 5).

4. Quality of Accommodation .—The first two elements of good
accommodation are weatherproof roofs and solid floors. The latter
are particularly important from the point of view of cleanliness . Venti¬
lation is another factor to be considered . The better the accommoda¬
tion , the more satisfied will the displaced persons be, and the easier
it will be to care for them.

5. Privacy , being one of the most covoted privileges of displaced
persons , is an important factor in the problem of accommodation.
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Canvas screening hung on wires provides the most primitive form
of privacy and may serve to split up family groups in large huts.

6. The allocation of accommodation should as far as possible be
left to the displaced persons themselves . The formation of a housing
committee , which would be responsible for allocating and considering
requests for changes of accommodation may be advisable . One or more
representatives of this committe should work in the billeting office
and allot accommodation by families and national groups on arrival.
Among the national groups themselves it is often worth while grouping
together families which come from the same towns or districts.



Part II
PUBLIC HEALTH AND MEDICAL CARE

Section 5

1. General.
The health of displaced persons is one of the most important conside¬

rations in their care . Lack of adequate public health and medical care
and of adequate sanitary control and facilities may lead to serious
consequeneces . A complete health and medical program cannot be
outlined here , but the material set forth in this section should be helpful
in enabling those concerned with the health of displaced persons to
discharge their responsibilities more adequately.

2. Responsibility of Assembly Center Director.
The Center Director is responsible for the complete operation of the

Center including the maintenance of health . The Chief of the health
and medical personnel on is staff reports directly to him , and he has
overall responsibility for the provision of health , medical and sanitary
services to the end that communicable diseases are prevented or
controlled and needed medical care is provided.

3. Responsibility of the Assembly Center Medical Officer.
Whenever possible, a full time Medical Officer will be assigned to

the Center staff . When personnel is not available , one Medical Officer
may work in several Centers . When there are several physician in
the Center , one will be designated as the Center Medical Officer . This
officer will be responsible for:

a . Supervising all other medical and public health personnel in
the Center , both as to their training and satisfactory performanceof duties.

b. Medical inspection of displaced persons entering the Center.
c. Determination of physical capacity for work.
d . Delousing and maintenance of louse-free conditions in the

Center.
e. Formulation , administration and operation of a medical care

program including facilities for isolation of persons suffering from
infectious diseases ; provision of a dispensary , an infirmary , outside
hospitalization of persons who cannot be cared for adequately in
the Center facilities.

f. Medical inspection of all persons departing permanently
from the Center and certification of their ability to travel , including
a statement of special care required while traveling.

g. Maintenance of medical records , including completion of
medical portions of displaced persons record forms , daily medical
register , and records of delousings.

h . Serving as consultant on nutrition and reviewing mess opera¬
tions with regard to the adequacy of the dietaries supplied.

i. Advising on matters of general sanitation , water supnly,
laundry and bathing facilities , waste disposal , messing and dish¬
washing facilities and methods.

j . Preparing such periodic and special public health reports as
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may ibe required by tbe Center Director and Military Government
Public Health Officers.
4. Responsibility of the Chief Nurse.

a. Establishment and supervision of all nursing services under
direction of the Center Medical Officer. These services should
include special accommodations for feeding, bathing and other
care for infants

b. Recruitment and training as required of nurses, nurses’
aides and auxiliary nursing workers.

5. Responsibility of Military Government Public Health Officers.
a. In Germany, each Center or group of Centers will be in an

area under the jurisdiction of the CommandingOfficer of a Military
Government Detachment in a Stadtkreis, Landkreis or larger poli¬
tical sub-division. There will be a Military Government Public
Health Officer on that Detachment or on a Detachment at a higher
political sub-division and military echelon. The Military Govern¬
ment Public Health Officer is responsible, in the area under his
jurisdiction, for technical supervision of Public Health activities
in the Centers and among displaced persons not in Centers.

b. Assembly Center Directors and Assembly Center Medical
Officers will call on appropriate Military Government Public Health
Officers for advice and assistance in carrying out their respon¬
sibilities for public health operations in Centers
6. Center Public Health Personnel:

a. Public Health personnel in Centers will normally be recruited
from among the displaced persons themselves or may be provided
inwhole or in part in UNRRA or other displaced persons teams.

b. German Medical personnel will not be used in Centers except
in case of emergencies when no Allied Medical personnel is available.

c. Normally, 1 physician, 1 trained nurse, 2 nurses’ aides and
2 medical and 2 male orderlies will be required for each Center
for approximately 2,000 displaced persons. If the Center population
is smaller, 1 physician may handle two or more Centers. If the
Center population is greater than 2,000 or if a particular Center
contains an unusually large number of persons who are ill, it may
be necessary to have an expanded medical staff. If there is a
constant shifting of population in the Center, it may be necessary
to have full time orderlies for dusting of incoming persons.

7. Center Medical Facilitites:
a. Medical Inspection Room.  Each Center should have a room

in its admission control section to be used for medical inspection
of newly arriving displaced persons. Attached to this, or as part
of it, should be another room or set-off space in which displaced
persons who are withdrawn from the line for more complete examina¬
tion may be seated until they can he more fully studied.

b. Dusting Room.  Attached or close to the inspection room



should be a dusting room. It is preferable to have separate ones
for men and women.

c. Center Dispensary.  Each Center should have a dispensary
in which ambulatory sick patients may be examined and treated
at fixed, stated hours. Whenever possible, arrangements should
be provided to furnish 24 hours daily emergency services.

d. Center Hospital.  Each Center should have a small hospital
for isolation of patients with communicable diseases, and for patients
who require bed care but who do not have illnesses that require
specialist care which must be provided in an outside hospital.

(1) Normally, bed capacity should be a minimum of:
4-6 beds for children per 1,000 displaced children.
4 beds for communicable disease per 1,000 displaced children.
2 beds for maternity cases per 1,000 displaced pregnant

women (more will be required if many of the pregnant
women are in the late months of pregnancy).

4 general beds per 1,000 adults.
These figures are accepted peacetime standards for a stable
population; in view of the nature of the population in
Centers, i.e. the probable complete turnover at frequent
intervals and increased opportunities for accidents, these
standards must be considered as minimal. In case of
epidemics, and of considerable serious malnutrition, addi¬
tional emergency beds may be needed.

(2) The dispensary and hospital should have minimal equip¬
ment and medical supplies to give routine medical care.

e. Outside Hospital.  The personnel of each Center should
ascertain to which outside hospital they are to evacuate patients
requiring specialist care, especially for acute surgical emergencies
when there are inadequate facilities and specialists in the Center.

f. Transportation for the Sick.  Provision for transporting
patients to hospitals or elsewhere by ambulance or by other vehicle
should be made. In many instances, ambulances may be called
from a hospital of other agency outside the Center.
8. Public Health Program.—Operating Procedures.

a. Arrival Medical Inspection.  On arrival, all persons will be
medically inspected by the Center Medical Officer before they are
allowed to mingle with the other inhabitants of the Center.

(1) The physical inspection must be^complete enough to deter¬
mine the general physical condition of the person inspected.
Particular attention must be given to the detection of
communicable disease.

(2) A record of the results of such inspections should be entered
on A.E.P. DP Registration Record (Form DP 2) in items
25, 26, 27 and 28.

(3) When large groups of people must be inspected at irregular
intervals, it may be necessary to make arrangements for
obtaining the temporary services of additional medical and
nursing personnel from another Center until such inspec¬
tions are completed.
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i

b. Disinfestation.  Each person and the clothing he is wearingwill be deloused prior to billeting with the general population many Assemlblv Center . This disinfesting should be performed at thefirst Assembly Center entered . Subsequent disinfesting will beperformed only as lousiness develops.
For the purpose of disinfesting , the use of insecticide powders such as:Insecticide Powder , Delousing (10 % DDT ) AL 63 MK III , AL 63 MIV,and Anti-louse Powder (all contain DDT ), is the preferred method.However, other methods , such as use of steam , hot air or chemicalsshould be utilized if powder is not available . The dusting procedure isdescribed in Public Health Technical Instruction No. 6, 11 March 1945,and copies of this publication should be in the hands of all Center per¬sonnel concerned with delousing with DDT. Record of date and methodof delousing will be made on the A.E.F. DP Registration Record FormDP 2 (Item 25). When one of the insecticide powders referred to abovehas been used , a brief notation of that fact will be made ; also on thereverse side of the A.E.F. DP Index Card (Form DP 1). A notationof “DDT” and “date ” will suffice.
Routine dusting of the extra clothing and bedding carried bydisplaced persons and refugees is not to be practised except in instanceswhen exanthematic typhus fever occur in the Center or when thedisplaced persons have not been dusted previously , and have come froman area where typhus is epidemic.

c. Medical Clearance.  Clearance of displaced persons for move¬ment will be carried out as follows:
(1) All persons leaving an Assembly Center will be inspected bya Center physician , within 24 hours prior to departure.(2) Record of the inspection -prill be made on the A.E.F. DPRegistration Record (Form DP 2).(3) Medical clearance will be refused:

(a) Persons ill with any of the communicable diseaseslisted in paragraph 8d(l ) below, while in the infec¬tious stage.
(b) Susceptible persons who have been in intimate contactwith cases of plague , cholera or smallpox while suchpersons are within the estimated incubation periodof the disease.
(c) Susceptible persons who have been intimate contactsof cases of exanthematic typhus fever and have notbeen deloused with one of the insecticide powdersreferred to above, while such contacts are within the

estimated incubation period of the disease.
(4) Susceptible persons who are intimate contacts of cases ofthe communicable diseases listed in paragraph 8d(l ) below,other than those in paragraph 8c(3) (b) above, may be givenmedical clearance provided the conditions of travel willpermit adequate surveillance and isolation if necessary;otherwise clearances to such persons will be refused.
(5) Susceptible persons who have been intimate contacts ofcases of exanthematic typhus fever may be allowed totravel if they have been dusted and are louse free . However,
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they should travel in such a way that they may be keptunder medical surveillance.(6) Medical clearances are official records of internationalimportance when displaced persons cross national bordersand grave responsibility rests upon the physician executingsuch clearance. Medical clearances will be recognized inlieu of quarantine detention and treatment at borders pro¬vided that the travel or experience of the individual sub¬sequent to issue of clearance has not been such as to renderhim infected with communicable disease.d. Control of CommunicableDiseases.  Measures will be takento control communicable diseases as follows:

(1) Isolation. All persons ill with the following communicablediseases are to be isolated during the infectious period ofthe disease and not given Medical Clearance or permissionto travel until declared non-infectious by the Center MedicalOfficer: Plague, smallpox, cholera, yellow fever, exanthematictyphus fever, meningococcusmeningitis, diphtheria, polio¬myelitis, scarlet fever, measles, mumps, typhoid fever,bacillary' dysentery and infectious jaundice. Persons withother diseases, particularly dangerous or presenting specialhazards, may be treated similarly. Care must be exercizedto detect cases of veneral diseases in an infectious state.Such patients should be isolated to prevent them frominfecting others and treated until they are rendered non-infectious. They may toe allowed to travel, but care mustbe exercised to see that they do not infect others whiletraveling. Treatment should be continued during the wholeperiod they are in Centers in the displaced persons repatria¬tion scheme with a view to providing a “cure” if they arein Centers for a long enough time.
(2) Quarantine. Persons who are contacts of cases of diseaseslisted in paragraph 8d(l ), and who remain in Centers, willtoe kept under surveillance during the incubation period ofthe disease. Normally, entire -Centers will not be placedunder quarantine unless there is a spreading focus of plague,cholera, smallpox or exanthematic typhus fever within theCenter.
(3) Immunization. Routine immunization against certaindiseases should be practiced as time and facilities permit,particularly in the presence of actual or threatenedepidemics in the Center, adjoining community, or in otherCenters or communities through which the displaced personmay pass. The diseases that can toe protected againstsatisfactorily toy immunization and that should be con¬sidered are : Exanthematic typhus fever, typhoid fever, small¬pox and diphtheria . It is especially important that allchildren under one year be immunized against smallpox anddiphtheria. All Center operating personnel will be immunizedagainst exanthematic typhus fever, with Cox type vaccine.They will also toe immunized against typhoid fever andsmallpox.
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e. Medical Records.  Records should be kept as stated above and

as follows:
(1) Records of persons hospitalized in civilian institutions. The

Director of the hospital will be required to furnish a report
on patients at the time of discharge. Such reports should
be made in duplicate on the A.E.F. DP Supplementary
Medical Record (.Form CA/d6). The Center Medical Officer
should assure the submission of such reports and main¬
tenance of than at the Center.

(2) A dispensary ledger in which the visits of patients are entered
daily. Diagnosis and a brief outline of treatment should be
shown. Records of individuals may also be kept if the
Center Medical Officer so desires.

(3) A separate Center hospital ledger showing information
similar to that in the dispensary ledger.

(4) A list of all patients sent to outside hospitals with their
diagnoses and dates of admission and discharge. This may
toe kept in the Center hospital ledger.

(5) Aledger showing receips of Insecticide Powder Delousing
(10 0/0 DDT), other anti-louse powders and hand dusters
received, number of persons disinfected by method (dusting,
steam, etc.) and date.

(6) A separate list of births, deaths, and cases of communicable
disease.

(7) When groups of displaced persons who are ill or disabled
leave Centers for movement to other Centers or home,
adequate medical data should be sent with them to enable
train or convoy Public Health personnel to provide adequate
accommodation, isolation if required, supervision, and
medical care while the people are moving.

f. Observance of Health Laws.  Except in instances when direc¬
tives state otherwise, all existing health laws and regulations in
force in the areav of the Center will be observed. Communicable
diseases, births air'd deaths will be reported to the local authorities
and as required by current local or national regulations.

g. Adequacy of Food.  Mess operations will be reviewed with
regard to the provision of the prescribed diets and satisfactory
preparation of the food to prevent destruction and loss of vitamins.
(See appendix (6) on food and nutrition.)
9. Public Health Program—Environmental Sanitation:

a. The Center Medical Officer is responsible under the Center
Director for the proper supervision of all facilities and conditions
involved in the provision of a safe environment.

b. Provision of a Safe  Water Supply.
(1) Water, adequate in quantity and safe in quality, should be

provided for the needs of the people through convenient out¬
lets. The quantity necessary per person will vary with the
habits of the people and facilities for distributing and use

(2) The following information may be of use in planning or
checking facilities to provide the quantity needed:
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(a) If water is distributed through the camp by pipe, atleast lb gailons (54 litres) per person per aay.
(b) If water cannot be piped througnout the entire camp,at least 5 gailons per person per day.(3) If water cannot be obtained from a chlorinated supply, water
for drinking purposes, brushing teeth and washing of fruitsand vegetables to be eaten raw should be treated with a
chlorine solution in canvas water sterilizing bags or some
other container suitable for distributing trie water. Hightest calcium hypochlorite should be used if available. Suf¬
ficient chlorine should be added to give a residual chlorinecontent of 1.0 per million after a contact period of 30 minutes.(4) If chlorine is not available, the water to be used as listed inparagraph 9b(3) above, should be boiled before use.c) Waste Disposal.

(1) Human wastes.
(a) All human excretion will be disposed of in a manner topreclude the contamination or pollution of tne watersupply or exposure to flies, rodents, etc.(b) If flush toilets are available, these should be used after

making certain they empty into a suitable sewerage
system or tight cesspool or pit. ■Such pits will have tobe emptied periodically.

(c) If flush toilets are not used, some type of a pit latrine
should be used. Military manuals of hygiene give infor-mationnecessary for the construction and care of such
latrines. For satisfactory use these latrines must bekept clean and fly-tight at all times. Because of con¬
tinental habits, a squat-type latrine may be found most
satisfactory. Due to difficulty in policing, can latrinesshould not be resorted to unless a pit latrine cannotbe used. Urinals should be provided in latrine areasfor males.

(d) Minimum allowance of latrine facilities follow:
1 Seats  One per 20 persons: more if there is a largepercentage of women and children.
2 Urinals.  One urinal or 2 feet of urinal space per 25males.
3 Location.  These should be located in areas such that

the entire camp area is served. Where new facilities
are constructed, they should be placed at least 100
yards from mess-halls and 100 feet from any sourceof water.

(e) ' Care and maintenance is essential. A detail of peoplemust be assigned to keep latrine areas clean at alltimes. Any evidence of defecation or urination in
other than the facilities provided should be investigatedenergetically and its repetition prevented.

(2) Ablution water and other liquid wastes.
(a) All wash water from bath houses, wash rooms, kitchens,laundries, etc., must be conducted to a sewerage system
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if one is available and the capacity of the system is
great enough to handle such wastes.

(b) If a sewerage system is not available these wastes should
be disposed of through an adequate cesspool, soakage
pit and drainage field or some other method that will
prevent the pooling and ponding of the liquids on the
ground surface.

(3) Garbage and trash.
(a) Trash and rubbish will be collected and disposed of

in such a manner as to prevent creation of fire hazards,
rat breeding areas or other nuisances. Containers for
collecting of trash and rubbish should be provided inconvenient locations in the Center.

(b) Garbage will be collected and stored in watertight,
covered containers. These cans' should be emptied at
least daily. When garbage is not collected by a muni¬
cipal or other agent, it should be buried in such a way
as to prevent fly or rat breeding. Containers must be
kept in good repair.

d. Messing.
tl ) The kitchen will be adequately equipped and constructed in

such a manner as to permit easy cleaning.
(2) A dining room will be provided. Eating of meals in billets

should be avoided.
(3) Adequate dish washing facilities will be provided. These

should consist of means whereby the dishes and other
utensils are washed in warm soapy water and treated by a
boiling water rinse. Where boiling water cannot be provided,
a final chlorine rinse should be provided. Such arrange¬
ments would be covered by:
(a) A container of warm soapy water for washing.
(b) A clear-water rinse, preferably hot water.
(c) A final chlorine rinse, using a chlorine concentration

of 200 parts per million.
(4) The storage, distribution, preparation and serving of food

should be done in such a way as to avoid contamination of
the food or serving of decomposed food. Pood-handlers
should be observed for possible infection with diseases that
might be transmitted through the foot.

(5) Constant supervision and inspection must be assured to
maintain the conditions outlined above.

e. Washing, Bathing and laundry facilities.
(1) Washing facilities should be provided on the basis of 6

wash bowls or the equivalent per 100 people,
(2) Showers are much to be preferred for bathing. These should

be provided on the basis of 8 shower heads or tubs per 1,000
people. If facilities cannot be provided in the Center, efforts
should be made to obtain the use of municipal or other baths.

(3) Some provision of tubs or basins should be provided for
laundering of clothes.

(4) Hot water should be provided, if possible, for washing,bathing
and laundering.
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f. Animals.  Pets will not be permitted in Centers. Draught ani¬mals, sheep, hogs, eto., may be maintained provided they are stabledor kept in areas separate from the Center living areas. Stablesor barns must be cleaned daily and manure disposed of in such away as to prevent fly-breeding.
g. Insect, Rodent, and Vermin Cor\trol.  All mess halls, kitchens,dispensaries and sickbays will be screened when possible. Measures

will be taken to protect food stuffs from insect or rodent contamina¬tion. Efforts should be made to control and eradicate houseflies,mosquitoes, fleas, bedbugs, rats and mice in Center areas andbuildings. If malaria should be a present danger, efforts should bemade to provide mosquito nets to Center personnel.
h. Sanitary Inspections.  Sanitary inspections of kitchens, messhalls, food dump, dormitories, latrines and other facilities importantin environmental sanitation will be made dailv by a qualified personunder the direct supervision of the Center Me'dical Officer and ener¬

getic measures taken for the correction of unsuitable conditions found.
i. Consultation.  Public Health Officers on the Staffs and onMilitary Government Detachments are available for consultation onpublic health problems.
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Part II

SUPPLIES AND POOD
Section 6

1. Responsibility.
The responsibility for ensuring the prevision of food and other

essentials for Assembly Centers is that of the Military Government
detachment commander responsible for the area in which the center
is located. He will ensure that the maximum use is made of indigenous
resources, and that imported supplied will not be furnished except
to the extent that it is impossible to obtain adeauate supplies from
German sources. Where available indigenous supplies are insufficient
to meet the needs of both United Nations displaced persons and the
German population, United Nations displaced persons will be given
first priority.

2. Method of Demand and Supply.
a. Officers in charge of Assembly Centers will submit their

demands for food and other essentials to the appropriate Military
Government detachment commander in the manner directed by him.

b. The Military Government detachment commander will instruct
the German authorities to make the necessary provision in the manner
prescribed by formation commanders, and arrange for delivery to the
center concerned.

3. Use of Imported Supplies.
a. Where insufficient supplies are available from German sources

the deficiency will be made up as far as is practicable from the limited
number of items being'imported for civil affairs purposes. The Mili¬
tary Government detachment commander will arrange for the provision
and delivery to the assembly center of such items.

b. So far as the center is concerned these imported items are
in the main:

(1) Food
(2) Clothing
(3) Blankets
(4) Soap
(5) Medical and Sanitation Supplies
(6) Emergency Feeding Equipment
(7) POL and Fuel

c. These supplies will be handled and stored by the normal
Army Supply and Transportation Services or CA depots and will be
requisitioned on the normal form used for obtaining supplies from CA
depots of the Army service concerned, according to the instructions
received from the Military Government detachment commander.

4. Food.
a. General Policy.

Military commanders have the responsibility of providing adequate
food for United Nations DPs. They will take such steps and institute
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such measures as may be necessary to obtain the maximum food from
German ources . If sufficient food is not available , Military Govern¬
ment supplies may be used ; if these are exhausted , regular Army stocks
may be requisitioned.

b. Ration Scales.
Military commanders will be responsible for establishing such ration

scales as may he necessary to put into effect the general policy in (a)
above. Ration scales should be fixed at 2,000 calories per person per
day. Laborers , pregnant women, and other special groups may reqriire
additional food (See Appendix 3 and Appendix 6) .

c. Responsibility.
(1) It is the responsibility of the Military Government detachment

or other military echelon responsible for the operation of an Assembly
Center to arrange for adequate food stocks to be delivered to the
Assembly Center and to maintain a sufficient food reserve to be able
to handle any emergency situation.

(2) It is the responsibility of the Assembly Center Director to
arrange for the equitable distribution of food within the Center and
for its handling , storage , preparation , etc. Assembly Center Directors
will requisition indent for their supplies in advance in the manner
prescribed by the officer commanding the Military Government de¬
tachment.

d. Nationality Variations.
It should be remembered that national tastes are a most important

factor if the best use is to be made of the food provided to Assembly
Centers . Tastes differ widely between nations and even good quality
food of high nutritional value and well cooked will not be acceptable
to , or be of the greatest benefit to , those whose palates it does not suit.
National groups should be consulted about the food items most suited
to their tastes and the methods of cooking and serving which they
prefer . Where nationalities are mixed it is desirable to select cooks
from each national group.

e. Emergency Reserve.
Center Directors will be well advised to maintain a reserve supply

of a week’s hard rations to act as a buffer in case of emergencies.
f. Nutritional Factors.

The Advice of Public Health Officers should be sought on nutritional
factors . Particular attention should be paid to see that an adequate
quantity of vitamin C is provided in the form of leafy green and yellow
vegetables and roots Cat least 4 oz—150 grams —per person per day ) .
It these are unobtainable , substitutes (such as synthetic fruit powders)
may be requisitioned from military stocks.

5. Enemy and ex-enemy displaced persons.
Enemy and ex-enemy displaced persons will be fed from the

same sources, and on the same scales , as German civilians.
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Part II Section 7WELFARE
Introduction.

The wide range of services for which a Welfare Officer may beresponsible mS,y make it impossible for him to give personal attentionto all of them. It may therefore be advisable that the Welfare Officerreserve for his personal attention only those services—such as personalcounselling and certain aspects of child care—requiring the specialskills he may possess. To assure adequate welfare services in otherfields, it may be necessary to enlist personnel from the displaced per¬sons themselves and Allied Liaison Officers.
Information Service.

1. An Information Service is essential both to the administrationof the Assembly Center and to its population. It will facilitate therapid dissemination of directions, instructions and reliable informationand it will assist in gaining the confidence of the residents of theCenter. It is an essential welfare service because it will refer peopleto the proper source for the help they require.2. In each Assembly Center certain general announcements maybe necessary. Arrangements should be made for such matter to betransmitted to the Center residents by means of bulletin boards, posters,loud speakers, and general assemblies of the Center population.3. To answer the questions of displaced persons, Information Bu¬reaux should he established at Assembly Centers if in any localitywhere the number of displaced persons warrants the establishmentof one.
a. Information Bureaux should be located so as to be readilyaccessible and should be well marked with suitable signs so as tobe easily recognized. Posters giving the location of InformationBureaux should be placed in appropriate centers.
b. It will be the responsibility of Assembly Centers Directorsand of Welfare Officers to obtain from appropriate sources up-to-date information.

4. Types of Information to be Provided at Assembly Centers:
Displaced Persons in Assembly Centers will be eager for informa¬tion such as:
(1) How long they are likely to remain in the Center;(2) Recent news of their home countries and communities;(3) The process by which they may secure the documentsnecessary for repatriation;(4) The probable length of time before they can be repatriated;(5) Arrangements for housing, feeding, child care, and otherarrangements for living in the Center;(6) Opportunities for work within or near the Center;(7) Methods of communicating with relatices or friends; and(8) Arrangements for transportation, food and other necessities

for the journey to Reception Points in their home countries.
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Personal Counselling and Service.

1. Many displaced persons will be found to be suffering from
mental disorders , anxiety , worry over lost relatives , and financial
troubles which are typical of a host of problems which can arise to
plague Center Directors or others involved in the care and repatriationprocess.

2. To handle these problems , skilled counselling services should
be available at Assembly Centers and other areas where displaced per¬
sons concentrate so that the displaced persons may be given the
opportunity to discuss their problems with someone who may aid them
in working out the solution . The objective of personal counselling
from the point of view of Military Government is to minimise the
hindrances to orderly repatriation which may be encountered if these
personal problems are ignored . In many cases problems which appear
troublesome and important to the displaced person can be solved if
only he is given the ppportunity to discuss them.

3. Counselling services should be distinguished from Information
Services . These latter are more or less routine , will be used by prac¬
tically all the displaced persons , and may be operated by relatively
untrained persons . Counselling services, on the other hand , will be
required only by a few displaced persons and should be rendered only
by trained or experienced persons . Such persons should be of the same
nationality , if possible, as the displaced persons.

4. Successful counselling requires (a) skill and experience in per¬
sonal counselling , (b) an understanding of the varying backgrounds
and circumstances of displaced persons and (c) patience and under¬
standing . Counselling should aim to help the individual to gain the
fullest understanding of his own personal situation in relation to repa¬
triation , and the reasons underlying official plans and particular pro¬
cedures . There will undoubtedly be cases of psychological disturbance
too acute to respond to the methods suggested above. Where they are
a source of disturbance to other people, cases of this kind may be
referred to the Welfare Officer . Counsellors should be warned against
inexpert attempts at diagnosis , since symtoms may manifest them¬
selves in contradictory ways (e. g. in over-aggressive behaviour , or in
pronounced inertia and indifference ), or may be successfully concealed
except at some critical juncture.
Children ’s Services.

1. Children in Assembly Centers will fall into two groups:
a . Those who are accompanied by their own parents , or legal

guardians.
b. Those who are unaccompanied , and those in charge of adults

having no legal responsibility for them.
2. Accompanied Children.

Where children are with families , every effort must be made to
keep the family together . If children are temporarily lost or separated,
Information Bureaux , Registration records and other means should
be employed to reunite the family as rapidly as possible. Special care
must be taken in registering such children.
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3. Unaccompanied Children.
a. These children may be lost or separated, from their families,abandoned or orphaned. Some may be without identification either

because of accident or because of a deliberate act on the part of their
parents to protect the child, or because of an act of the enemy.

b. The number of unaccompanied children of Allied nationalityin enemy territory is not known. Prom information available the fol¬
lowing groups of such children are likely to be found:

(1) Children who originally were deported in labor groups withtheir parents or who were bom in enemy territory, but have since
become orphans or completely separated from parents.(2) Childen who were deported from Allied countries and have
been reared as enemy children. These children (estimates run into
tens of thousands) will present special difficulties. It may be in
the best interests of these children to leave them where they areuntil their ultimate disposal has been determined. In any case theirpresence should be reported to the Allied Liaison Officer concerned
for decision by his government.

(3) Children of unions between enemy nationals and United
Nations nationals who were deported into enemy territory, or be¬tween nationals of different United Nations.

(4) Children who have been in hiding in Germany because
their parents were looked on with disfavor by enemy authorities forreasons of race, religion, or political affiliation. Many of these
children have been cared for by sympathetic people who may, upon
collapse, bring them to the nearest Assembly Center.

(5) Children of the United Nations who have been deported aslaborers. As these children will be in the older age groups, it should
be possible to treat most of them in the same way as adult displacedpersons. A few may present special problems requiring the parti¬cular attention of Welfare Officers.
c. Military authorities or civilian agencies working under theirdirection will have a major responsibility for unaccompanied children.

Responsibility for unaccompanied children of known nationality will,of course, be transferred to their respective national governments as
soon as circumstancespermit.

4. Types of Service.
The care and repatriation of children, whether accompanied or

unaccompanied, will involve collection; registration; appropriate shelteraccommodation; special feeding arrangements; day-time activities;
movement, and repatriation. In the case of unaccompanied children,
the primary objective is to reunite them with the families at the earl¬
iest possible moment.

a. Collection.
Where a child is cared for adeuately in an enemy home and

where such adequate care can be continued, it should not be removeduntil the Allied Liaison Officer concerned makes plans for its dispo¬
sition. However, under no circumstances should children be per¬
manently placed nor should any plans for adoption be consummated.
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Under all circumstances, the best interests of the child must be thedetermining factor.
b. Registration.
(1) General. Because of the great importance of preserving all

information that may help to identify, or otherwise help properly
to provide for children, free use should be made of space 24 of the
D. P. 2 card for the recording of any useful information.

(2) Accompanied Children. In registering children accompanied
by relatives, great care must be exercised to make sure that they areproperly identified so that they may continue to benefit from the
protection of their relatives. In registering children accompanied by
persons other than their own families, the safeguards suggested be¬
low for registration of unaccompanied children should be followed
to ensure protection of the child.

(3) Unaccompanied Children.
(a) The standard procedures for registration of displaced per¬

son will have to be supplemented in the case of unaccompanied
children. If possible, persons who are experienced in caring forchildren and who understand how to deal with them should be
given responsibility for their registration. The identity of some
children may be unknown; some children may conceal their identity.
Younger children may not be able to supply the information re¬
quired. Indirect methods rather than direct questioning of the child
will often be the most effective way of obtaining data. Every effort
must be made to secure needed data from the family with which the
child has been staying and from local authorities as well as from the
child himself, so that the Registration Record may be filled our
completely.

(b) Every child unaccompagnied by his own family or by
adult with legal responsibility should be registered as an unaccom¬
panied child. In filling out the D.P. 2 Card for each unaccom¬
panied child, the word •‘unaccompanied!” should be inserted in the
upper left hand corner of the card. If the child is also unidentified,
the words “unaccompanied-unidentified” should be inserted. If the
child’s name is unknown or if he has been given a name by some¬
one other than his own family, the words “real name unknown”
should be inserted, under Item I on the Registration Record, after
the name by which he is called,

(c) Particular attention should be given to Items 2, 5, 6, 10, 11,
24. In space 24 should be listed names and addresses of brothers,
sisters and other relatives, data on residence in enemy country in¬
cluding names and addresses of persons with whom child has stayed,
etc. It is suggested that , where necessary, additional sheets be
attached to registration cards to show sources of information entered
on the card.

(d) In the Center files the original D.P. 2 cards or unaccom¬
panied children should either be specially marked or filed in a
special section. The marked cards (or special file) should be in¬
dexed alphabetically according to family name. Such a file will
facilitate the clearance of inquiries received regarding unaccom¬

panied children and will expedite the tracing of relatives.
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(e) Every unaccompanied child should be tagged with his identi¬
fication disc immediately after registration . Photographs should be
made of each unaccompanied child if possible. The photograph
should be attached to the registration record.

c. Shelter and Care.
(1) Accompanied Children.  Where children are with their fami¬

lies or persons familiar to them , every effort should be made to
keep the family together . The ordinary care of children is the res¬
ponsibility of the family or accompanying adult . In living quarters
where the children are housed , attention must be given to sleeping
arrangements , lavatory facilities , etc ., suited to their particular
needs and safety.

(2) Unaccompanied Children.  Unaccompanied children should
not be placed with unrelated family groups or single adults in
Assembly Centers except as a last resort or as a strictly temporary
expedient until other arrangements are made.

(a ) Wherever possible unaccompanied children should be segre¬
gated by nationality and , if possible, housed apart from adults in
some local institution or home which may be requisitioned . Persons
in charge should be of the same nationality as the children and
experienced in handling groups of children . Some of the displaced
persons themselves may have the necessary qualifications.

(b) Except in emergencies , unaccompanied children of Allied
nationality should not be billeted or placed in enemy households,
nor should they be placed in the care of local agencies or institu¬
tions where this involves any direct contact with enemy personnel.
Suitable local facilities may , however , be requisitioned.

(c) Where the number of unaccompanied children in an Assem¬
bly Center is small , it may be advisable to transfer them to some
other center where there are sufficient numbers to permit provision
of appropriate care and services.

(d) If food is served in common dining rooms, special feeding
arrangements may be needed for the preparation and serving of
food for children up to about five years of age.

d. Day-time activities.
Day-time activities for small numbers of children can be under¬

taken on a simple basis with supervision given by mothers and some
older girls and boys.

e. Movement of Children.
(1) Movement of children should be planned carefully . Every

child under 16 years should be in the . charge of an authoritised
adult escort . For children of mixed age groups over 12, one adult
should accompany the party for every fifteen children ; for mixed
age groups under 12, one adult for every party of ten children.
Mixed age groups are preferable as older children may assist with
the care of younger ones . It is difficult to move large numbers of
children under five together.

(2) Identification discs, tags or cards should be fastened to
young children who, if they were lost , could not be readily identfied.



(3) Those in charge of children should have full details of the
movement and should be instructed carefully as to their duties.They should not leave the children until they have turned them
over to those responsible officials to whom they were instructed to
deliver them . Special problems of feeding and care enroute should
be carefully considered and planned . For large parties , medical and
nursing presonnel should accompany the group if possible.

f . Special Groups of Children.
Children mentally or physically handicapped , those sufferingfrom debilitation , emotional disturbances or shock and those who

present behaviour difficulties , may require special care and services.
g. Feeding Infants and Children from Army Rations.
While every possible attempt should be made to take care of the

special foods needs of children , C and K type U.S. Army rations (ortheir equivalent in British Army rations ) may be used in emergencies(see Appendix 3 for details ) .
Special Services for United Nations Women.

1. Older Girls and Women.  The girls and women coming to Assem¬
bly Centers will include many who had been forcibly separated from
their families and driven into forced labour in Germany . Many of
these women and girls will need special opportunities and encourage¬
ment to regain a sense of seif-respect and social dignity . Every effortshould therefore be made to create in the Centers an environment that
will respect th e personal dignity of women who have been subjected to
degrading experiences ond to protect them from being stigmatised.
Special arrangements and services needed by women and girls includeas much privacy and personal consideration as possible during the
process of cleaning and medical examination ; housing accomodation
allowing for the maximum of privacy and affording opportunities to
improve the appearance of their living quarters ; personal counselling
service for those who have had particularly painful experiences or
who need assistance in planning for their return home ; suitable occu¬
pational activities and social activities affording an opportunity of
engaging in constructive work and of participating in the operation of
the Assembly Center ; special protective measures for girls and young
women whose situation might otherwise be exploited.

2. Expectant and Nursing Mothers.  Where expectant and nursing
mothers are , received in Assembly Centers , they may require special
diets or supplementary food, special housing arrangements and cloth¬ing in addition to medical services and perhaps special arrangements
for care of children during confinement.

Services for Aged, or Handicapped Persons.
1. The aged, handicapped persons and other special groups will

require special housing arrangements , special diets , and other services.It maybe necessary to house some of these persons in hostels rather
than in large communal centers . Their movement may also require
special planning.
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2. Attendants should be prepared for the possibility of having toremove from trains and convoys those who become ill in transit . Plansshould also be made in advance for general welfare services to beavailable to them both enroute , at points of transfer , and upon arrivalat destinations.

Recreational activities.
1. The smooth working of Assembly Centers will depend in largemeasure upon a program which will keep the displaced persons busyand help them to occupy their time constructively . Satisfactory occupa¬tion of leisure time will help to sustain morale , prevent grievancesfrom assuming undue proportions , and considerably ease the task ofthe Center Director.
2. Most displaced persons will not remain long enought to warrant ithe formal organization of recreational activities . However, there maybe instances where displaced persons may remain for a considerableperiod and leisure time activities should be made available . This is

particularly important for children and youths . Personnel for these ' ractivities can often be secured from among the displaced persons them¬selves. Current Dlans provide that at least a minimum of recreationalsupplies and eauipment shall be furnished to UNRRA teams . NationalGiovemments have also been requested to provide recreational andleisure-time supnlies and eau.ioment . Such supplies as may be availablein Germany can be requisitioned . German cinemas may be requisi¬tioned and films may be obtained through military cinema services.The greatest possible variety of proiects should be sought in order tomeet the interests of different groups.
3. Displaced persons will be hungry for news and knowledge abouttheir homeland . News services , reading rooms, talks by Nationals Liai¬son Officers , radio facilities —these and similar devices can serve toimpart information and aid morale . The types of activities that canbe organized are numerous but the particular program must , of course,depend on the local situation . News broadcasts for United Nations dis¬

placed persons in Germany are being planned.
Religious Ministrations.

1. Displaced persons in Assembly Centers should he permitted and ■>assisted to conduct .such religions services as they desire2 Ministers and others able to conduct religious services rnav beavailable from among the displaced persons themselves , from nationalagencies and from international religious bodies which are desirous of tsending ministers to the larger Assembly Centers . Army chaplains maybe able to aid where available.
3. The services of local religious leaders in Germany should, not beutilised except with the consent of military authorities , whose approvalmust be obtained through the Director of the Assembly Center con¬cerned.

Communications.
1. Postal Ficttities.  Civilian postal communications will be reopened

as quickly as military considerations permit and , when re-established.
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may be used by displaced persons in Germany to communicate with
friends or relatives in other countries , subject to normal censorship.

2. Use of Field Post Cards.  To provide an immediate and effective
means of communications by displaced persons in Germany  with their
homes , relatives and friends , the Allied Authorities have instituted a
system of Field Post Cards (see AG 383.7-1 GE-AGM of 3 December
1944). There will be available in Assembly Centers cards printed in
Dutch , English and French and other languages.

3. International Red Cross “Enquiry Registration ” Cards.  After the
first several weeks in the post-collapse period , displaced persons who
do not have a known address in their home country and who wish to
locate some relative will be encouraged to use the I .R.C.P . 10027
“Enauiry Registration ” forms . These forms will be routed through a
‘‘Nations,! Tracing Bureau ” and the enquiries that cannot be satisfied
in a National Tracing Bureau will be sent to Geneva . The purpose of
these forms is not communication as such but merely to locate a missing
person . These enquiry registration cards will be used only for those
persons who expect to stay in a given center for at least two monthsor more.

Provisions of Welfare Items.
1. Until such time as pocket money becomes available for dis¬

placed persons basic welfare items such as cigarettes , razor blades , toilet
and shaving soap and other toilet necessities should be requisitioned
from the German authorities and issued free of charge to United
Nations displaced persons on a scale not exceeding current PX or EFIAllied PW ration scales.

2. When pocket money becomes available canteens should be
established in all Assembly Centers where United Nations displaced
persons can purchase such articles.

3. If supplies from local German sources are insufficient they may
be obtained through U.N.R.R.A. channels.

Personal Documents.
1. Displaced persons should be given aid in securing naoers and

documents which may be important in connection with births , deaths,
marriages , claims against , employers , da ins for social insurance bene¬
fits , personal property , and related matters.

a. Deaths.  Administrative responsibility for displaced persons
"'bo d*e at an Assembly Center rests with the Center Director (seeCA/d5 and CA/dl9 ) .

b. Marrinaes.  If displaced persons in Assembly Centers get mar--•ied they should see that the marriage is recorded according to local
law and that certificates are issued to the individuals concerned . Tf
*hp man and woman intending marriage are of different national¬
ities . it should be made clear to them beforehand that the mere
fact of marriagn will not automatically entitle the wife to be
admitted to the husband ’s home country or vice versa (see Part II
Sec 3 para 0).
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c. Births.
(1) Births, like deaths, should be recorded at the office of theoffice of the local civilian registrar of vital statistics. This■is a responsibilityof the Center Director.
(2) Births should be recorded also on the Assembly CenterRegistration Record Card which some National authoritiesmight want to recognize as a legal document. In otherwords, this card might be used as a temporary birth certi¬ficate until the child’s arrival in the country of destination.Where possible, a copy of the birth certificate filed withlocal authorities should be given to the parent . A noteshould be made in the “Remarks” space of the RegistrationRecord Card, stating that “This card does not in itselfconstitute a valid certificate of birth .”
(3) In space 24 of D.P. 2 the following information should beentered:

(a) Parents’ address;
(b) Parents’ occupation;
(c) Parents' registration numbers; and(d) Hour of birth of child.

(4) The Medical Clearance Certificate should bear the signatureof the medical officer, nurse or midwife who' attended thebirth.
(5) The Registration Record Card for a child bom in a Centershould be prepared in triplicate, the original copy to begiven to the parents of the child. The remaining copiesshould be handled the same as for other displaced persons.

Conclusion
There are many welfare problems of Center administration notcovered in this chapter. It should be emphasized that the only hope forpreventing or alleviating human suffering in many cases will be theimagination of Assembly Center officers and their ability to improviseon the spot. Regardless of how all policies may be defined in advanceor how carefully plans may be laid, the determining factor in any wel¬fare or repatriation program is the way the responsible administrativeofficer perform. It these officers have a clear understanding of theproblems and are imaginative in finding solutions for these problemstheir tasks will be made easieir and the displaced persons will be ma¬terially aided in the process of their care and repatriation.
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Part II Section 8

SECURITY

. Procedure at Assembly Centers for United Nations Displaced
Persons.

a. Verification of Nationality.
As  described in Part I, Section 5, it is the responsibility of the Allied

Liaison Officer for Repatriation to verify the nationality claimed by a
displaced persons. For this purpose he will check over the DP2 card,
completed’by the Registar.

These processes of Registration and Verification provide an elemen¬
tary security control. The Registar will report to the Allied LiaisonOfficer any inconsistenciesin the displaced person’s statements. The
Allied Liaison Officer will make any further investigation that may be
necessary and practicable, such as interviewing the displaced person
himself, and will report the case to the Center Director if he has doubts
about the bona fides of a displaced person.

b. Disposal of Dangerous Suspects.
The following categories will be reported at once Iby the Center

Director to the appropriate Military Headquarters:
(1 Those found to be enemy and ex-enemy nationals attempting to

conceal their nationality. The military commander will make arrange¬
ments for their removal to Detention Camps and for the safeguarding
of 'any documentary evidence. They should be charged and tried by
Military Government Courts for making a false statement in a matter
of official concern in vidation of Section 33 of the Crimes Ordinance
(Mil. Gov. Ordinance No. 1) and for any other offense which further
investigation may disclose.

(2) Other displaced persons suspected on strong prima-facie evid¬
ence of active collaboration with the enemy or anti-Allied activities.
The Military Commander will arrange either to remove them from the
Center or to have them detained and guarded until they can be handed
over to the appropriate national authorities, who will be responsible for
the method of repatriation and for necessary security measures.

c. Disposal of Minor Suspects.
If a displaced person is suspected or accused of collaboration with

the enemy, but the evidence against him is not conclusive, the Allied
Liaison Officer will place the letter “S” in the top right hand corner
of the D.P.2 card and after his name on the travel group leader’s no¬
minal roll. He will also enter brief particulars of the case in space 24
of the D.P.2 card. The displaced person will then toe evacuated"in the
normal manner to a Reception Center in his own country.

d. Doubtful Cases.
Center Directors may request the assistance of Counter-Intelligence

Personnel (including any who may be made available from the Allied
Security Services) to advise in difficult cases. They should, however,
avoid burdening Military Commanders with cases of minor importance.

e. Special Cases.
U.S., British and British Dominions (including British Indian) na-
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tionals, neutrals and stateless persons, will be dealt with in accordance
with. Supreme Hqrs, AEF instructions. (See SHAEF GBI/CI/CS/383.
7-1 “Handling of Displacaed Persons—British and U.S. citizens” of 27
April, 1945, and AG 383.6-1 GBI-AGM“Suspect British Indian Nationals”
of 28 April, 1945).

2. Procedure at Assembly Centers for Enemy and Ex-enemy Dis¬
placed Persons (other than those persecuted).

a. Wherever possible this category of displaced persons will be
billleted on the German population. Where necessary, military com¬
manders will require the German authorities to organize aassembly cen¬
ters, for them, which may be established as detention camps.

b. Military Commanders will supervise German authorities in the
registration of these persons.

c. Security screeming will be the responsibility of military comman¬
ders and will be carried out by Counter-Intelligence personnel in con¬
junction with Public Saftey officers. War Criminals and those on the
Counter-Intelligence Wanted List will be removed to detention camps.

3. Frontier Control.
Displaced persons arriving at frontiers or frontier prohibited zones

without proper documentation will be sent back to the nearest Assembly
Center for processing after examination by Counter-Intelligence personnel
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Part II
DISCIPLINE AND PUBLIC SAFETY

Section 9

1. General Principle:
The guiding principle in all matters relating to the maintenance of

law and order and the administration of discipline among United Nations
Displaced Persons is that the maximum use shall be made for such
purpose of Allied Liaison Officersand other governmental representatives
of the nationality of the displaced persons concerned . Whenever
satisfactory arrangements have been or can be made for the imposition
of adequate punishment by authorities of the displaced person ’s nation¬
ality , this method will be used in preference to all others.

2. Center Regulations:
The early issue of clear and concise Center Regulations is most im-

oortant for administrative and disciplinary purooies . They should be
issued in English (and , in French areas , in French ) as the official
language , wth necessary translations , over the name of the Center
Dierctor and posted where they can be seen readily by all center resi¬
dents . The following points should be included:

(a) Responsibilities of Displaced Persons.  The responsibilities of
each individual for keeping his ouarters clean and carrying out any
other functions , and for safeguarding and returning any center equip¬
ment issued to him.

(b) Law Applicable.  The applicability of all provision of Military
Government enactments and of German criminal law to Displaced
Persons.

(c)Prohibitions.  Prohibitions of theft , wilful damage or destruction,
sale or barter of goods issued and any other undesirable activities to
which it is thought desirable to draw particular attention.

(d) Miscellaneous. Any other local restrictions or regulations con¬
sidered necessary.

3. Center Police Force.
As soon as possible a police force should be instituted on a paid

basis, selected from among the displaced persons on the recommendation
of Allied Liaion Officers and National Group Leaders . The local Public
Safety Officer should also be consulted . Its duties would include:

(a) Maintenance of Center Regulations and law and order within
the center.

_(b) Establishment of a fire defense sysetem, including the pu¬
blication and enforcement of Fire Orders and the organization of
fire squads.

(c) Supervision of air raid precautions , where necessary.
4. Detention.

(a) Arrangements should be made with the appropriate Military
Government detachment to establish a prison within the Center
itself under the administration of the Center police force.



(b) When this is not possible the local Public Safety Officershould be consulted as to the use of prison facilities in the neigh¬
borhood.

5. Punishment by Fine or Imprisonment.
(a) United Nations Displaced Persons (other than Soviet Citizens)
(i) In the case of offenses by United Nations Displaced Persons

(other than Soviet), whether within or outside of Assembly Genters,
for which unishment by fine or imprisonment is considered desirable,
the offense may be tried and unished by an appropriate Military Goy-ernment Court (normally a Summary Military Court) except that if
there are available gavemmental representatives of the nationality
of the displaced person concerned, authorized and empowered by suchgovernment, the offender should be turned over to such representatives
for disposition. The military commander responsible for the detention
and disposition of such offender will be responsible for ensuring thatthe action taken by such national authorities is appropriate and con¬sistent with the policies of the Supreme Commander. In the event
of trial by Military Government Court, an officer of the nationality
of the offender should be designated as a member of the court, it any
suitable and qualified for such a position are available. Officersappointed as members of a Military Government Court must bemembers of the Allied Forces. In the absence of a suitable and
qualified officer, a government representative of the nationality ofthe offender should be designated, if practicable, as adviser to such
court. As a general rule a displaced person will only be considered
as having a particular nationality if he has been granted a repatria¬tion visa by the appropriate Allied Liaison Officer or if the latter
agrees that he should be so consdered.

(ii) In Assembly Centers and other areas where United Nations
Displaced Persons are segregated (and they should be so segregatedas repidly as practicable in order to facilitate the maintenance of
order and discipline among such persons), it is possible that there
will be no officer available who isconsidered suitable for appointmentas a Summary Military Court with full jurisdiction. In such sta¬
tions, commanders having authority to appoint Summary MilitaryCourts may confer upon Assembly Center Directors, Allied Liaison
Officers or others, provided they are officers of the Allied Forces,
power to act as a Summary Military Court with limited jurisdiction.
For example, the instrument of appointment would specify that thejurisdiction of such court was limited to imposition of a maximum
puishment of, say, 28 days of detention or a fine of RM 100 or such
other maxim within the jurisdiction of a Summary Military Courtas the commander deems desirable. Persons convicted by such a
court of limited jurisdiction would have the same rights of petition
for review and otherwise as in courts of full jurisdiction. The records
fines, confiscated property, etc. should be transmitted periodically

xinsciiction courts to the nearest Summary Military
fUl1.J unf.dlĉ lon. and all cases requiring punishment

likewise so referred f1X611f°r SUCh llmited  jurisdiction should be
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(b) United Nations Ex-Prisoners of War (other than Soviet
Citizens ) .
Any person within this category , (if formerly a member of his

national forces captured by the enemy and later employed by the enemy
as forced labor ) who remains subject to discipline by the service courts
or authorities of the military service of which he is a member is not
subject to the jurisdiction of Military Government Courts . In the event
of offenses by such persons whch cannot be adequately dealt with
by their respective national authorities , such cases shall be referred
through PWX channels , if possible, to the Headquarters which can
complete arrangements for the necssary action.

(c) Liberated Soviet Citizens : In  British areas of control,
irrespective of where the offense is committed , offenders who are
liberated Soviet Citizens will be turned over to the nearest Soviet
Camp Leader for action or,‘ in his discretion , for reference to higher
Soviet authorities . They will not be tried by Military Government
Courts without explicit authority from 21 Army Group Headquarters,
although they may be detained until such time as they can be handed
over to such Soviet Camp Leader . In other areas , the principles set
out in paragraph 5 (a) above will be applicable , except that in US
commands:

(i) With respect to offenses committed against Soviet citizens or
Soviet internal administration and discipline of camps and centers
(for which the Soviet authorities are responsible under the US/USSR
agreements ), disposition of such cases is entirely a matter for the
Soviet Camp Leader or other Soviet authorities , subject to the
power of suspension and action vested in the US Camp commandant
under ETOUSA letter of 8 April 1945, AG 383.6 Op GA, subject:
Liberated Citizens of the Soviet Union;

(ii) No liberated Soviet citizen will be tried by a Military Govern¬
ment Court of which a Soviet officer is not a member without explicit
authorization by the responsible Army Group Headquarters except
in accordance with arrangements agreed upon with the Soviet Re¬
presentative responsible for the area in which the offense was com¬
mitted ; and

(iii) In certain cases involving offenses against the United States
or its nationals , jurisdiction may be exercised by a US court -martial
when authorized by higher authority.

6. Discipline by Administrative Action.
(a) In Assembly Centers (other than those in which the Soviet

authorities have taken over the internal administration and disci¬
pline ), the maximum use should be made of Allied Liaison Officers
and of national group leaders in proserving discipline by measures
short of fine or imprisonment , in investigating petty offenses which
concern their own nationals , and in making representations regarding
suitable punishments.

(b) In addition to imposition of discipline through courts , Assembly
Center Directors and , upon authorization by them , Allied Liaison
Officers , national group leaders or others at such Centers (even
though they are not officers of the Allied Forces ) may, impose admi-
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nistrative discipline in accordance with such rules, regulations, orders
or other procedures as may be deemed appropriate.

(c) By administrative discipline is meant restrictions en movement
and other privileges, assignment of extra work and other duties,
modifications of rations, and similar measures short of fine and
imprisonment. Punishment by fine or imprisonment may be mposed
only by a Military Government Court or, when duly authorizey by
his national authorities, by an Allied Liaison Officer or other national
representative acting under authority from his Government, and then
only with respect to the nationals of that Government.

7. Enemy and Ex-Enemy Nationals.
(a) Enemy and ex-enemy nationals are subject to the jurisdiction,

of both German and Military Government Courts.
(b) Once the German courts are functioning, enemy and ex-enemy

nationals will normally be tried in such courts ad by Military Gov¬
ernment Courts only in cases where offenses against the United
Nations or their nationals or against Military Govemmet enactments
are involved.

(c) Cases of breaches of internal discipline in centers under Ger¬
man administration will be dealt with by the German authorities,
but military commanders responsible will ensure that action is taken
appropriate to the objectives and policies of the Supreme Commander.



Part II Section 10

PROPERTY RIGHTS AND CLAIMS

1. Responsibilities.
a. Military commanders are responsible for assisting , so far as

practicable , in the protection of the property , property rights and
claims of displaced persons.

b. Allied Liaison Officers should be requested to assist Assembly
Center directors in advinsing displaced persons with respect to various
matters such as settlement of claims for wages and compensation
due, and to assist in protecting and disposing of property belonging
to their nationals.

2. Types of Claims.
The claims which displaced persons may assert will generally be one

of the following types:
a. Claims against the German Government or German authorities

for property taken or compensation due.
b. Claims against the Allied forces for property taken or compen¬

sation due.
c. Claims against other displaced persons.
d. Claims against German citizens.

3. Claims against the German Government or German authorities
for Property Taken or Compensation Due.—Displaced persons should
be advised that every effort should be made to settle claims against
the German Government or German authorities prior to repatriation.
If this is not possible, arrangements should be made if practicable so
that German authorities maise available to the displaced person such
documentary evidence as he may need to make a later claim through
his own Govrnment.

4. Claims against the Allied Forces for Property Taken or Destroyed
or Compensation Due.—Where claims against Allied forces cannot be
settled prior to repatriation , the displaced persons should be referred to
the nearest Claims and Hirings Officer (Br or U.S. Claims Commission
or Officer . If no such officer is available , arrangements should be
made if feasible for the appropriate military officials to give receipts
and necessarry documentary evidence from which the displaced person
may later press his claim through his own Government.

5. Claims against other Displaced Persons .—Where a claim is made
against another displaced person , the displaced person should be avised
that every effort should be made to settlethe claim if at all possible.
Where settlement cannot be made, Allied Liaison Officers should deter¬
mine action to be taken in the individual case.

6. Claims against German Citizens.—Claims by displaced persons
against Germans should be enforced in the German courts , when
reopened . However, it should be made clear to displaced persons that
the German courts are not likely to be opened for civil business for some
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time . Consequently they should make every effort to settle any claims
before repatriation . If this is not possible the displaced person should
be advised to take all possible steDS to obtain documentary . evidence
of his claim. Assistance in this migh tbe given by procuring through
the Military Government detachment the attendance of a German lawyer
or a notary at the Assembly Center to:

a. Give general legal adivce on claims and their preservation.
b. Make arrangements for the perpetuation of any relevant

testimony so as to enable the claim to be pursed after the displaced
person has been repatriated , either through his Government or direct
in Germany . In this connection it should be noted that any Amtsge-
richt , when re-opened for such purpose , has power under the Code of
Civil Procedure (484-494) to issue an order at the request of a party
to perpetuate testimony -even though an action has not yet been
brought.
7. It should be made clear to all displaced persons seeking advice

concerning property , property rights or claims of any kind that neither
the Military Forces nor Military Government assumes the slightest
responsibility for the prosecution of any claim or the taking of any
action to advance the cause of the claimant other than as indicated
above.
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Part II Section 11
EMPLOYMENT

I.  United Nations displaced persons and those assimilated to them
in status.

1. General Policy.
a . It is the policy of the Supreme Commander to give every
opportunity to United Nations displaced persons to engage in paid
employment while awaiting repatriation.

b. Military Government Detachment Commanders may issue
orders to United Nations displaced persons engaged in public un¬
dertakings and utilities or in other work essential to the Allied
Military Forces directing them to remain at their posts until they
receive further orders from Military Government . Any displaced
persons so directed will be replaced by German labor at the earliest
opportunity.

“Essential work” icludes the following industries:
Transportation
Food Products
Medical Supplies
Sanitation Supplies
Soap
Liquid Fuels
Solid Fuels
Fertilizers

and any others which are providing supplies for the Allied Military
forces.

c. Apart from the obligation set forth in paragraph 1 b, no
United Nations displaced person shall be obliged to engage in paid
employment against his will.

d. United Nations displaced persons will be given preference over
Germans in employment by the Allied Military Forces.

e. All forms of discrimination against United Nations displaced
persons employed in Germany will be eliminated under the provisions
of Military Government Law No. 1.
f. Subject to paragraph I b, no employment of whatever kind^
will be allowed to delay the repatriation of any United Nations*
displaced person against his will.

2 Types of Employment.
a. Recruitment into National Armed Forces.
b. Employment inside Assembly Centers.
c. Employment by Allied Military Forces outside Assembly

Centers.
d. Employment by German Employers under Military Govern¬

ment supervision:
(1) In essential industries.
(2) In other industries if approved.

3. Center employment officer,
a. Appointment.
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The Center Director will appoint a Center Employment Officer

from among the Assembly Center Team (preferably the Deputy
Director ) .

b. Duties.
His duties will be as follows : . . .
(1) He will establish and maintain a record of occupational data

in respect of displaced persons , taken from the AEF DP RegistrationRecords (DP2) and based on a standard list ob job categories (see
Appendix 2) .

(2) He will make contact (through the Military Government
Detachment ) with:

(a) Appropriate officials of essential industries to arrange for the
continued employment of displaced persons in those industries.(b) Civilian Labor Procurement Officers of the Allied Military
Forces.

(c) Local Labor Office (Arbeitsamt ) : it may be found desirable
to place a liaison clerk in the local Labor Office to coordinate the
request for displaced persons both for the Allied Military Forces and

\ approved German employers.
(3) He will assign displaced persons to jobs inside the Assembly

Center , and will handle all questions relating to such jobs.
(4) He will seek the cooperation of Allied Liaison Officers for

Repatriation and of the Center Welfare Officer.
4. Recruitment into national armed forces.

a. Recruitment.
Assembly Center Directors will facilitato the recuitment of

disnlaced persons into the armed forces of their own country
(military or para -military ) whenever such recruitment is authorizedby SCAEF.

b. Disposal.
Those displaced persons who are selected for such recruitment

may either be repatriated in the normal way before being enrolled
in their national armed forces ; or they may toe enrolled at the
Assembly Center itself . In the latter case , they loose the status of
displaced persons and become the responsibility of their national
authorities , to be disposed of in accordance with any agreement madebetween their national authorities and SCAEF.
5. Employment inside assembly centers.

a. Personal Contribution.
Every displaced person will be expected to make his contribution

to the community by keeping his own quarters clean and by participat¬ing in whatever “fatigue ” is considered accessary and suitable by theAssembly Conter Director.
b. Self-help.
Self-help ond co-operative enterprises will be encouraged . If any

individual group of displaced persons wishes to establishs some service
of benefit to the Center occupants (e.g. hairdressing , woodworking,



gardening ) they should he assisted to cbfMn the necessary material
and to work out equitable financial arrangements.

c. Center Staff.
(1) In order to run the Center and carry out the processing and

care of displaced persons the UNRRA or Military Assembly Center
Team will need to use the services of a number of displaced persons
proportionate to the size of the Center . (See Part I Section 5. para
3 c).

(2) In the early stages , when a Center is newly established and
displaced persons are passing rapidly through , the simplest method
is to request Allied Liaison Officers and national group leaders to
pick out from their groups persons capable of performing both the
skilled and unskilled jobs (the latter on a rester basis ) . Preferential
treatment (c.g. as regards accomodation or food) may be arranged
for them.

(3) Later on when conditions become more stable and it becomes
apparent that some displaced persons are likely to wait a considerable
time before repatriation , suitable persons among the latter group may
toe appointed to full -time paids positions on the Center Staff.

(4) Wages and conditions will be governed by SHAEF Admi¬
nistrative Memorandum No. 7, Annex H (latest revision ). It should
toe noted that , according to the terms of the said Memorandum , hours
of work may be varied at the discretion of the Center Director.

d. Recruitment by UNRRA.
It is possible that displaced persons may be found capable of filling

vacancies on a.n UNRRA team.
In such a case, the appropriate UNRRA officials , may recruit the

person in question into UNRRA, in acordance with UNRRA regulations.

e. Employment of German Civilians.
German civilians may be employed inside Assembly Centers for

United Nation displaced persons , subject to the application of the
non -fraternization policy (see Change No. 1 to Annex A of SHAEP
Administrative Memorandum No. 33, dated 8 April 1945), under the
following circnmstaances:

(1) Where there is need of specialist personnel , such as doctors,
who are not available from United Nations sources : or

(2) Where it is considered necessary by the military commander.
In such cases they will be subject to the normal conditions laid down

for civilian labor employed by the Allied Military Forces in Annex A to
SHAEP Administrative Memorandum No. 33.

6. Employment by Allied MCilitary Forces Outside Assembly Centers.

a. Wages and conditions will be governed by SHAEP Admini¬
strative Memorandum No. 7, dated 29 April 1944, and Annex H
(revised ) thereto.

to. When German authorities take over the administration and
payment of civilian labor , special arrangements will be made for
displaced persons to be paid under the supervision of military
authorities.
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c. The Center Employment Officer will give every assistance tothe Civilian Labor Procurement Officers of the Allied Military Forces.
7. Employment by German Employers.

a. Placement.
(1) Displaced Persons who are employed in essential work maybe ordered to remain at their posts (see paragraph l b).(2) As regards placing displaced persons in new jobs, theCenter Employment Officer will arrange through the appropriateMilitary Government detachment to provide the local Labor Office(Arbeitsamt with lists of displaced persons seeking employment, asapproved by the Center Director.
b. Release.

Approval by employer and Labor Office is required before anemployee can be released. The Center Employment Officer will arrangewith the appropriate Military Government detachment for approval tobe immediately given when the release of a displaced person isdemanded.
c. Conditions.
(1) General—Conditions generally will be those which currentlyapply to the industry in question.(2) DAP membership—Membership of the Deutsche Arbeitsfront(DAF or the Reichsnahrstand (Food Estate) ceases immediatelyupon the occupation of Germany.(3) Grievances—Grievances and disputes will be handled inaccordance with procedure set forth in “Technicaal Manual for LaborOfficers”, paragraphs 113 and 115.

8. Employment of Soviet Nationals.
a. When Soviet nationals are identified as such and segregatedin Assembly Centers administered internally by Soviet Officers theterms of this instruction will not be binding.b. When Soviet nationals are employed outside Assembly Centersby the Allied Military Forces they will work under the supervisionof Soviet Officers. Apart from this, the normal conditions laid downin SHAEF Administrative Memorandum No. 7, dated 29 April 1944and Annex H (revised) thereto will apply.

11. Enemy and Ex-Enemy Displaced Persons.
1. Employment Inside Assembly Centers.

Enemy and ex-enemy displaced persons may be employed on neces¬sary work inside any Assembly Center which may be established forthem on terms and conditions arranged by the German authorities,subject to approval by Military Commanders.
2.  Employment Outside Assembly Centers.

Enemy and ex-enemy displaced persons may be employed outsideAssembly Centers by the Allied Military Forces or on other work deemedessential to the Allies on the same terms and conditions as Germancivilian labor, as set forth in Annex ‘H’ to SHAEF AdministrativeMemorandum No. 33.
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GUIDE

Section 12
ORGANIZED MOVEMENT

1. Preliminaries to Movement.
Assembly Center Directors should take all steps to insure that

Allied Liaison Officers are available to issue visas to displaced persons
and should report cases where visas have been refused , stating the
reasons . Movement orders will be issued through channels to Assembly
Center Directors , giving particulars if the date and time of movement
and the numbers to be moved.

Land movement may be by train or by motor transport convoy. In
the first case the numbers involved would normally be between 800 to
1,000 and in the second case in the region of 600. In the case of
movement by train the Center Director should contact the appropriate
Movement Control Officer and discuss arrangements with him.

The next step is for the Assembly Center Director to arrange a
meeting between the Officer in Charge of Convoy, himself , the Allied
Liaison Officer and the Chief Convoy leader appointed from among the
displaced persons . At this meeting details of the journey should be
worked out and the displaced -persons involved should then be informed
of all such details at least 48 hours before they are due to depart.
Assembly Centers Directors should be sure that all displaced persons
due to participate in the movement are ready to move off at the
stipulated time ; that the DP2 forms have all been completed and are
duly handed over to the OC convoy, together with copies of the nominal
rolls of the party for handing over to G-2 representatives at the
frontier and the national authority in the country of destination.

As a general rule displaced persons should be allowed and encouraged
to take with them all their personal possessions, but baggage may have
to be limited at the discretion of the officer in charge of the convoy
who will base his decision on the availability of transport . Bagage
should be divided into light and heavy baggage , the former which the
displaced person can handle conveniently (this should not exceed 30
kilos) from which he should on no account be separated during the
journey . Heavy baggage should be loaded into luggage vans for
transport by rail or into specially allocated vehicles for transport by
road . All baggage should be clearly marked or labeled with name and
number and destination of owner . It will be found helpful if the
label shows, “I of so-many pieces” (for instructions as to disposal of
surplus baggage wich cannot be transported at the same timo as the
owner , and of baggage belonging to deceased displaced persons see
Appendix 4).

Normally , when movement is by road , loading will take place at
the Assembly Center . When however , movement is by rail , Assembly
Center directors will have to decide whether transport is necessary and
if so to make arrangements for such transport to take DPs to the
point of entrainment . In any case, trucks when available should be
used for transfer of women, children , aged, crippled and sick DPs.
Coaches should toe loaded under supervision of assistant convoy leaders
appointed from among the DPs themselves and in accordance with a
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nominal roll . Heavy -baggage should be loaded in advance if possible.
Otherwise , it should be stacked under guard in proximity to the loading
point.

2. Personnel.
a. Military —One  officer and between 6 and 12 EM/ORs should

travel in charge of the convoy from point of departure to the frontier
of the country to which the DPs are being repatriated . The EM/ORs
should include at least one cook assisted by two cooks taken from
among the DPs. The officer will have complete responsibility for the
convoy and will take all necessary action in cases which may involve
delay . He should insure that the necessary rations and equipment are
loaded on the train if travel is by rail and should supervise the over¬
all issue of rations . The EM/ORs should patrol the convoy at all stops
and assist in the issue of rations where necessary.

b. Medical— When available without depriving displaced persons
of other essential medical services, one doctor and two nurses should
be appointed to travel with each convoy. These will be taken from
among the travelling displaced persons , or provided by UNRRA or the
national government concerned . When sufficient nurses or doctor's are
not available arrangements will be made for a doctor and nurses to
be ready at certain of the periodic stopping places . The doctor will
deal with all cases of illness occurring enroute and arrange where
necessary for the transfer of sick persons to hospital , informing the
OC convoy who will then see that the DP2 card involved is handed
over to the responsible authority at the place of hospitalization . The
nurses will supervise the general health of the convoy under the direc¬
tions of the medical officer and attend to the chlorination of all drink¬
ing water supplied enroute.

c. Welfare —If available , two welfare workers (including one female
if women are included in the convoy) should travel with each special
train or convoy. They will be responsible for the general welfare of
the repatriates enroute and in particular for the distribution of hot
beverages to women, children , the aged and sick. Children travelling
without their parents or guardians should be placed under the care of
a female DP at the maximum rate of ten children per each female.

d. Interpreter —It is desirable that one competent interpreter,
selected where possible from among the travelling DPs should go with
each convoy, to act as liaison between the officer in charge of convoy
and the local transport services and others as required.

e. Displaced Persons Chief Convoy Leader —He should be a res¬
ponsible individual well known to the repatriates and answerable to
the OC convoy for the general discipline of the DPs enroute . He will
be responsible for issuing through the assistant DP convoy leaders all
instructions and information as regards the convoy given him by the
OC convoy.

f . Displaced Persons Assistant Convoy Leader —He should be ap¬
pointed by the Chief Convoy leader at the rate of one per vehicle . He
should be responsible for the following:
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(1) Checking his particular party in accordance with nominal roll
and informing DP chief convoy leader of any discrepancies.

(2) Reporting to DP Chief Convoy Leader any incident or problem
occurring enroute.

(3) Drawing rations for the party during the journey.
(4) Insuring that members of his party do not leave the trucks

or coaches without instructions and that they return without delay
when told to do so. Particular care is necessary to prevent DPt from
descending on the running rail side when trains are standing at a sta¬
tion or siding.

(5) Supervising the general well-being of his party and insuring
that they conduct themselves in a proper manner.

g. Baggage Party —Baggage parties oi a DPs per vehicle should be
appointed to load and unload heavy baggage wherever necessary . They
should also assist in the handling of light baggage where necessary.

3. Equipment.
a. For DP trains —The following equipment should be made avail¬

able for each special train:
Water container
Cooking utensils
Bowls
Spoons
Toilet paper

Stoves for kitchen cars
Fuel for kitchen car  stoves
Brooms, mops, pails
Disinfectant
Chlorine (or water purifying tablets)
and covered pails when toilet facilities are not installed . Unused stores
should be collected and returned upon completion of the journey.

b. MT convoys—When DPs travel by MT convoy and the journey
takes longer than 12 hours they will have to spend the night at pre¬
arranged staging camps which should be equipped according to scale.

c. Medical —Sufficient medical supplies for first aid purposes should
be provided for each train or convoy (see Appendix 5).

d. Blankets —When travelling by train each DP should be provided
with not less than one blanket for the journey . Women and children
should be provided with two blankets . At terminal points , blankets
will be collected toy the Chief DP Convoy Leader and handed over to
the OC convoy. Blankets should toe included among the light baggage.
When travelling by MT convoy, DPs should only be issued with blankets
if these are not available at staging camps enroute.

4. Rations —After entraining , DPs should be issued with 24 hours
rations from the store van of the special train . This distribution should
toe carried out by assistant DP convoy leaders at 24-hourly periods
throughout the journey . A good supply of milk should be provided for
children and mothers for issue hot twice daily at the rate of 3/4 pint
for each ration (see Appendix 3).
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5. Hygiene—DP staff officer at Corps or at whatever level movement
orders are issued should be responsible for arranging through the ap¬
propriate Military government authority that the necessary German
railway staff is available at suitable stagging points to rewater trains
and clean latrines . This work should be carried out with the greatest
possible speed. When movement is toy road , arrangements should be
made for regular halts at 2 or 3-hour periods at places where suitable
latrine accommodations are available.

6. Special Trains,
a. Passenger Rolling stock....It is preferable that passenger rolling
stock be utilized . If however , passenger rolling stock is not available

for the whole party , this category of vehicle should be allocated for use
of children , their mothers , expectant mothers , and aged or crippled
DPs. Passenger rolling stock should also be provided for train per¬
sonnel . Passenger rolling stock can safely be estimated to carry 55
passengers per coach . All train schedules for movement of DPs by
rail , except hospital trains , or trains consisting of passenger rolling
stock with adequate water and toilet facilities will include periodic
halts for rest , water and latrine purposes . The halts will correspond
with operating stops in so far as possible with a minimum of three halts
within each 24-hour period . The RTO at the entraining station will
advise the officer in charge of the convoy as to halts scheduled.

b. Box Wagons —If box wagons are used for ordinary DPs the allo¬
cation of accommodations should be on the basis of 25 DPs and their
belongings per wagon.

c. Store Vans —A store van should be incorporated in each special
train for food supplies to be distributed enroute.

d. Baggage Vans —A baggage van should be incorporated in each
special train for the conveyance of reasonable amounts of personal be¬
longings surplus to that which DPs keep in their own possession.

e. Kitchen Cars—A kitchen car should be improvised for incorpora¬
tion in the special train for the purpose of providing hot beverages
for children , women and aged persons.

f. Train Composition.—Engine.
Stores Van*.
Kitchen Car or one improvised box wagon

with camp cookers.
Personel Coach.
Passenger Coaches for women, children , aged

and crippled DPs.
Other Vehicles for DPs.
Baggage Cars (May be box wagon ).

* The stores van should be properly equipped with steam heating
pipes if placed next to engine . Otherwise , it should toe placed behind
the other vehicles equipped for steam heating , and this may entail part
oi the escort toeing detached from the personnel coach in order to guard
the supplies against pilferage.
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This arrangement will ensure women and children being in closer
contact with medical assistance and distribution of hot beverages en-
route —also being near the source of train heating which is more ef¬
fective in front than in rear of train . It may cause families to be tem¬
porarily separated during the journey owing to lack of sufficient space
in the passenger rolling stojk for male DPs. This aspect should be
explained to the DPs through the DP Convoy Leaders by officer in
charge of convoy.



Part II
FINANCE AND ACCOUNTING

Section IS

1. General.
a. These instructions apply to all Assembly Centers i. e. accom¬

modation areas where displaced persons or refugees are received,
accommodated, fed and processed.

b. Assembly Centers will toe under the supervision and manage¬
ment of either:

(1) Military Officers.
(2) UNRRA officials who will work under Military command

and will normally be responsible to the officer commanding
the Military Government detachment of the area.

c. Assembly Center Directors will handle Military Government
funds only when they have been appointed Sub-accountants by the
CFA of an Army Group or similar formation.
2. Cash Accounting.

a. Responsibility.  All persons handling cash are personally
responsible for all funds which come into their possession, and for
their safe custody.

to. Cash accounting instructions issued by the CFA of an Army
Group will always toe followed. In the atosence of such instructions,
Chapter VI, Sections B & C of the SHAEF military Government
Financial & Property Control Technical Manual will be followed,
and failing that the instructions given in the following paras will
apply.

c. Cash Book, Forms CA/f 1 and CA/f 2.  The only accounting
book which an Assembly Center Director will require to keep will
be a cash book. The following rules for keeping the cash book must
be observed:

(1) All transactions will be entered in the cash book at the time
they take place. Payments by cheque will be entered at
time the cheques are drawn.

(2) Every receipt and payment will be substantiated by an
appropriate voucher.

(3) All cash book entries will be as concise as possible, but must
give sufficient information clearly to indicate the nature of
the transaction.

(4) The cash book will be kept on the official forms provided
for the purpose, forms CA/f 1 and CA/f 2.

(5) No erasures will be made in the cash book. All corrections
will toe made by striking out the incorrect entry by a single
line and substituting the correct entry. All corrections will
be initialed by the Officer responsible for the account.

1.6) The cash book will be checked daily and the balance
reconciled with the actual count of cash on hand. Any
deficiency -which cannot be accounted for will be reported
immediately to the CFA and any surplus entered on the
receipts side of the cash book.
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(7) The cash book will be ruled off at the end of each month,
and the balance carried forward to the next month.

(8) Duplicate sheets of the cash book together with supporting
vouchers will be forwarded to the CPA not later than the
7th day of the succeeding month . The Assembly Center
Director will attach to the cash book a certificate in the
following form:

“I certify that this is a true copy of my cash book for
the month of . and that the funds held by
me at . (last day of month ) amounted to:

Cash in hand Em.
Cash in Bank —as per
Reconciliation attached

Rm.
Date Signature Rank

ASN Designation
d. Cash Book Receipts —Form CA/f  1.  All receipts of cash will

be entered on form CA/f 1. Three currency columns are provided
in case it is necessary to deal in more than one type of currency.
The total amount involved in the particular transaction will be
entered , whether in the form of cash , cheques or monev orders
Amounts deposited at the bank will be entered in column H : and a
corresponding entry will toe made in the Cash Book Payments , form

CA/f 2, to Indicate the payment out of cash to the bank . __
e. Cash Book Payments —Form, CA/f  2 . All pavments of money

will be entered on the Cash Book Payments form . Cash transactions
will be entered in column E, P or G, and all transactions involving
an amount paid out of the bank account will toe entered in column H.

f. Receipt Voucher—Form CA/Gf 3.  Every entry of the receipt
of cash must be supported by a Receipt Voucher . Vouchers will be
prepared in triplicate and the conies disposed of as indicated on the
voucher . It is essential that sufficient details are entered on each
Receipt Voucher to indicate the exact nature of the transaction to
which it relates . Any supporting documents which give fuller
details will be attached to the duplicate . Spoiled Receipt Vouchers
will not toe destroyed , but will be retained toy the Assembiv Center
Director and forwarded with monthly returns to the CFA. All
Receipt Vouchers will toe numtoered serially from the beginning of
the month.

g. Payment Vouchers.  Every entry on the Cash Book Payments
form OA/f2 'will toe supported bv an appropriate voucher . Payment
vouchers will be in one of the following forms:

fl ) General Payment Voucher—Form CA/f 4.  This form will
be prepared in duplicate , and the conies disposed of as
indicated on the form . Sufficient details will be entered on
the General Payment Voucher to enable the exact nature
of the transaction to be easily recognized. Any sunnortine
documents which give fuller details of the transactions will
be attached to the original.



Part I of the voucher will be signed by the Officer entitled
to authorize the payment and the authority for the payment
quoted.

Part II of the voucher will be signed toy the person to
whom the payment is made. If this person is receiving
payment on behalf of some other person or corporation, his
relationship to the party to whom the amount is actually
due will be clearly stated after his signature, e.g. “treasurer”or “Trustee.” When payments are made to government,
municipal or public institutions such payments will be made
only to the Chief Financial Official of the institution.

Part III of the voucher will toe signed toy the Assembly
Center Director, or another officer authorized toy him to
make the payment on his behalf. The officer who signs
Part III will ensure that Parts I and II have been properly
completed before he signs Part III.

(2) Payroll (Civilian Employees)—Form CA/f  5 . Wages of
Displaced Persons employed in Assembly Centers will toe paidweekly, and supported by a Payroll made out in duplicate,
the copies toeing disposed of as indicated on the form. The
payroll will be signed toy each employee as receipt of payment
in the presence of a witness, and will toe signed also by the
paying officer, and the witness.

(3) Cash Relief Payment Voucher...Form CA/d  10.  When cash
relief is paid from Military Government funds, the payments
will be supported by a Cash Relief Payment Voucher. Forfurther details see para 3. (d).

h. Bank Accounts —The opening and operation of bank accounts
by Assemby Center Directors will toe subject to such restrictions as maybe imposed by the CFA.

i. Method of Obtaining Cash for Assembly Centers. —Cash will beobtained:
(1) From a sub-accountant of a Military Government detachment

in the area in which the displaced persons centre is located, or
(2) From Currency Section for Germany working in conjunctionwith the Army Groups concerned, or
(3) From Reichsbank on specific authority from Military Govern¬ment Finance Officer or O/C detachment.

j. Exchange of Currency —No exchange of currency will be madefor any military or civilian personnel whatsoever.
k. Handing over and taking over accounts —When for any reason

an officer in charge of accounts is called upon to hand over his accountsto another officer, the Cash Book will be ruled off and the balancecarried forward in the same manner as at the end of each calendar
month. The following will be entered on the original and duplicate ofthe Cash Book:

(1) Statement of cash handed over.



(2) Certificate that the duties prescribed below have been carried
out.

(3) Signatures of the officer handing over and the officer taking
over.

(4) It is the duty of the officer taking over:
(a) To see that the entries in the Cash Book from the end

of the preceding month up to the date of the handing over,
are supported by appropriate Vouchers.

(to) To see that the cash handed over agree with the cash
balance shown in the Cash Book.

(c) To see that all keys of cash boxes, safes, etc., are
handed over to him and that , when possible, locks and com¬
binations are changed.

(d) To see that the officer handing over gives answers to
questions that may have been raised by the CPA on the ac¬
counts submitted to him in previous months.

3. Cash Relief for Displaced Persons.
a. Cash relief payments will be made as authorized by the Chief

Military Government Officer at Army Groups or similar formations.

b. Displaced Persons billeted on the German population , or living
outside formally organised Assembly Centers.  Methods of paying cash
relief to such displaced persons will vary according to circumstances:

(1) During initial occupation , payment will be made if necessary
from Military Government funds in accordance with instruc¬
tions contained in Para 3. d.

(2) As soon as the German local Government machinery is re¬
established , payment will be made by the local German Wel¬
fare Office as detailed in Para 3. c.

c. Payment by German Authorities.  Payment of Cash Relief will
be supervised by the Assembly Center Office set up to carry out the
processing of billeted Displaced Persons . The procedure will be as
follows:

(1) The Assembly Center Director will notify the German Wel¬
fare Office, through the appropriate Military Government Of¬
ficer , of the nunfber of persons registered at the Center to
whom cash relief is to be paid.

(2) The Welfare Office will be required to send an official to the
Assembly Center to make these payments in the presence and
under the supervision of the Assembly Center Director or
other responsible officer.

(3) The necessary accounting will be carried out by the German
Authorities.

(4) The Assembly Director will keep and check a receipted copy
of the nominal roll.

d. Cash Relief Payment Record Form CA/d 10.  This additional
forms is provided for use only in the initial stages of occupation , when
cash relief is paid from Military Government funds . It will be prepared
and handled as a voucher in support of Cash Book entries as follows:

(1) Each payment will be recorded in the Cash Relief Payment



Record. The column marked “Nationality” will NOT be com¬
pleted.

(2) Each recipient will sign the record in acknowledgementof
receipt of the amount shown opposite his name. If the re¬
cipient is illiterate he will make nis mark which will be dulywitnessed.

(3) An officer other than the paying Officer, or a suitable dis¬
placed person will be present as a witness to the payments.

(4) Both tne paying Officer and the witness will sign the record
as evidence tnat it correctly records the actual payments made.

(5) The Relieif Payment Record will be prepared in duplicate, the
copies being disposed of as indicated on the form.

e- Displaced Persons Accomodated in Assembly Centers.  As soon
as conditions permit, Supreme Headquarters AEF will authorize the
payment of a uniform weekly grant to all United Nations displaced
persons living within Assembly Centers, for the purchase of sucn per¬
sonal items as are available locally or in canteens established at Assem¬
bly Centers. The procedure for payment will be the same as for cash
relief to displaced persons living outside Assembly Centers.

f. Enemy and ex-enemy Displaced Persons  will normally be billeted
on German population and will receive such relief as is laid down by
appropriate German authority with approval of Military Government.

4. Supply Accounting.
a. The storage, use and distribution of supplies/stores by an As¬

sembly Center team of others dealing with Displaced Persons will be
accounted for, primarily to establish the accountability of the officer in
charge and to provide statistical information of supplies handled. To
meet these requirements, the following forms and records are provided:

(1) Free Issue Voucher—Form CA/d 12.
(2) Stock Record Card—Form CA/d 13.
(3)Centre Store Requisition/Issue Voucher—Form CA/d 14.
14) Memorandum Receipt—Form CA/d 15.
(5) Supplies Status Report—Form CA/d 16.
(6) Centre Analysis Sheet—Form CA/d 17.

b. Voucher Numbers—Centre Store Requisition/Issue Vouchers and
Free Issue Vouchers will each be numbered consecutively from No. 1 at
the beginning of each month.

c. Free Issue Voucher—Form CA/d 12.  Each free issue of clothing
to a displaced person will be suported by a Free Issue Voucher, which
will be signed by the recipient, the storekeeper making the issue, and by
the Officer authorizing the issue. If the recipient is illiterate, he will
■be required to make his mark which must be duly witnessed. A copy
of this form will NOT be sent to the CFA.

d. Collective Receipts.  Instead of obtaining individual receipts
from each Displaced Person for free issues of clothing on Form CA/d
12 it may be found expedient to institute collective receipts for each
item of clothing issued. Thus, for each item of supplies/stores for which
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a Stock Record Card is kept , there would be one collective receipt to
cover a convenient period of time . All displaced persons would be re¬
quired to sign on the receipt when a free issue of that item is made
to them . Collective receipts must contain all the relevant information
which appears in the heading of the Stock Record Card , and will be
prepared in duplicate.

e. Stocks Record Card—Form CA/d 13.  A separate Stock Record
Card will toe kept for each item of supplies received, used and distributed
in the Assembly Center Details of quantities will be entered as follows:

(1) Quantities Received.  Actual quantities as shown by the
Depot Issue Voucher or other receipt which the Center store¬
keeper will need to sign on receipt of all supplies.

(2) Quantities Issued.  Actual quantities issued to:
(a) Center Mess or kitchen for communal or other author¬

ized issues, as shown by the Center Store Requisition/Issue
Voucher —Form CA/d 14.

(b) Displaced Persons as shown toy Form CA/d 12, or Col¬
lective Receipt on Form CA/d 15.

(3) Quantities —Balance on Hand.  Vouchers will be entered,
and the balance on hand calculated daily for each item of
supplies . Stocktaking and adjustment of differences are
covered in subparagraph j . below.

f . Center Store Requisition/Issue Voucher—Form CA/d 14.  Bulk
withdrawals of food, clothing or other supplies from the Center store
(i. e. other than actual delivery to individual displaced persons ) will be
accomplished by the preparation of a Center Store Requisition/Issue
Voucher . The bulk withdrawal will be authorized by the Center Direc¬
tor . A receipted copy of the form will -be retained -by the storekeeper.

g. Memorandum Receipt—Form CA/d 15 (Loan of Equipment )—
Issues of stores and equipment such as blankets , mess kits , etc., which
are made on loan for use within the Center , will be supported by a
Memorandum Receipt . All such issues will be entered on the Stock
Record Card . The signed original copies of the Memorandum Receipt
will be retained by the storekeeper and will be disposed of in the follow¬
ing manner , when:

(1) Loaned Equipment is returned,  by surrender of the Memo¬
randum Receipt , and by taking the item back into stock on
the Stock Record Card (From CA/d 13).

(2) Loaned Equipment is to become a Free Issue,  by endorsement
of the Memorandum Receipt , original and duplicate copies,
in the following form:

Free Issue Approved by:

Name and Rank

Date
The Memorandum Receipt will then be considered for all
accounting purposes in the same way as a Free Issue Voucher.



(3) Loaned Equipment is Lost, Destroyed, etc., by endorsement
of the Memorandum Receipt, original and duplicate copies,
in the following form:

Equipment lost, etc. Write off approved by:

Name and Rank

Date
The Memorandumwill then be considered for all accounting
purposes as a Free Issue Voucher.

h. Center Analysis Sheet—Form CA/d 17—(Optional)  A form of
analysis sheet is provided for use in connection with recapitulation and
reporting of supply data . Some of the specific uses to which the form
can be applied are:

(1) Reporting quantities of supplies issued.
(2) Recapitulation of quantities of supplies issued.
(3) If desired, for recapitulation of issues to be entered in the

Stock Record Card.
j. Stocktaking —An actual count of each item of supply and equip¬

ment stored at the Center will be taken at least once each month. A
comparison of the physical count will be made with the balance of hand
shown on the Stock Record Card. Differences will be reported im¬
mediately to the responsible Military Government Officer for his ap¬
proval of adjustment or other action. Overages will be taken on to the
Stock Record Card as a quantity received, and deficiencies, after ao-
proval by the appropriate Military Government Officer will be written
off as quantities issued. All adjustments on the Stock Record Card
will bear a reference to the advice or correspondencereporting the dif¬
ference to the Military Government Officer. Damage, wear and tear
or other cause rendering supplies or equipment unfit for use, may be
the basis of a write-off if approved by the responsible Military Govern¬ment Officer.

5. Reports/Retums and Filing.
a. Reports/Returns.  Regular monthly reports of cash and supplyinformation will be made as follows:
(1) Supplies Status Report.
(2) Summary of Monthly Cash Receipts and Expenditures.
b. Supplies Status Report—Form CA/d 16—This report will be

prepared by the storekeeper for each month, based on the Stock Record
Cards maintained for each item of supplies. The report will show the
monthly totals of the quantities received, the monthly totals of the
quantities used and distributed within the Centre, and. the quantities
shown by the Stock Record Card to be on hand at the end of the month..
The total of equipment on loan at the end of the month will be shown
in the “On Hand end of period” column, and marked “on loan.” Dif¬
ferences between physical count of stock and the accounting records,
will toe shown in the shortages column, an explanation of extraordinary
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differences will be made on or attached to the report . The report will

be prepared in two parts:
(1) Blankets , emergency cooking sets and other items of camp

equipment.
(2) Food , clothing , medical and other expendable stores.
Both parts will be prepared in triplicate , the copies being disposed

of as follows:

c. Summary of Monthly Cash Receipts and Expenditure —This re¬
port will contain:

(1) Total receipts of Military government funds for the month.
(2) Total receipts of funds other than Military government funds,

indicating the source thereof.
(3) Total of Relief Payments made from Military government funds.
(4) Total of Wages paid to Assembly Center Staff recruited from

Displaced Persons.
(5) Other payments in sufficient detail to show the nature of the

expenditures.
One copy of the report will be prepared and forwarded to DPX Su¬

preme Headquarters , AEF through channels.

d . Filing —File copies of all forms and documents connected with
cash and supply transactions of the Center will be kept in a separate
file for each type of form or document . These files will be carefully
maintained for submission to higher authority when required and for
audit purposes.
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SUGGESTED ESTABLISHMENTS/TABLES FOR ASSEMBLY

CENTRE TEAMS WITH EQUIPMENT

1. Military Team for Assembly Centre of 3,000 Displaced Persons.
Officers.  Director (Captain ) 1

Deiputy Director and Welfare Officer (UNRRA) 1
Adjutant (Lt ) 1
Quartermaster (Lt ) 1

EM/OR.  CQMS/Supply Sergeant 1
Sergeant (Office ) 1
Sergeant (Cookhouse)/ (Mess Sergeant ) 1
Corporal (RAMC/MC ) 1
Corporal (RE/EC ) 1Clerk 1
Storeman 1
Driver 1

Total Officers 4 including 1 UNRRA
EM/OR 8

Note 1. A Medical Officer is not included in this team as it should
be possible to rely on public health officers and doctors who
happen to be among the displaced persons themselves and
upon medical personnel furnished by the Allied governmentsand UNRRA.

2. Another driver and cook for officers ’ mess of Allied nationali¬
ty (tout not from military sources ) should be attached to the
team at the point of mobilization.

2. UNRRA Team for Assembly Centre of 3,000 displaced persons.
Director 1
Deputy Director & Administrative Officer

(Secretary ) 1Clerk-Stenographer 1
Administrative Office (Supply ; 1
Steward (Messing Officer ) l
Warehousing Officer 1
Welfare Officer 1
Assistant Officer 1
Medical Officer 1
Nurse 1
Cook (for UNRRA team ) l
Drivers 2

Total 13

3. Equipment for Standard Military or UNRRA Team.
Lorry , 3 ton 1
Truck , 15 cwt. 2
M/Cs 1
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Petrol Cookers No. 3 1
Cooking Utensils Sets . l
Jerricans (Water ) 5
Stretchers 2
Medical Panniers 1
Medical Haversack 1
Lamps , Hurricane 4
Pails , galvanized 2
Shovels 2
Typewriters 2
DP forms and Stationery —

4. List of Equipmeant Likely to be Required for an Assembly
Centre of 3,000.

ITEM
General Equipment

Axes, felling
Axes hand *
Axes, pick, 4/lb . complete
Brooms, birch
Brushes , scrub , hand , union
Buckets 13 in.
Bins , ash
Balances , spring 4-lb.
Covers, waterproof 'black GS 15’x 15’
Crowbars 3 ft . 6 in.
Chisels , ripping’
Choppers , Meat
Dish towels, doz.
Drying towels doz.
Hamers sledge 14 lb.
Hammers , claw 24 doz.
Knives 'butchers , cutting
Knives butchers , flaying
Latrine screens
Latrine buckets large
Latrine paper
Pots chamber , baby
Chloride of Lime, lbs.
Lamps , Hurricane
Machines weiging 20 lb.—spring balance
Mauls , complete
Nail Pullers
Pumps , fire , hand
Pliers , prs.
Spades
Scales weighing (complete with weights I .R.
SStoves , oil wickless
Safes , meat large
Shovels G .S.
Saws, tenon

NUMBER

20
20
20
8

150
60
30 (as necessary)
4
8  .
2
4
4
2
4
4
4
4
4

35
35
(as necessary
30

112
12
2
4
2

(as necessary
2

20
2

12
16
20
4
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Steels 4
Scouring powder lbs. 56
Soap scouring lbs. 224Screwdrivers 2
Spanners adjustable 2
Stretchers , ambulance 6Twine , packing , coarse sisal 40
Tubs , washing , round 3 1/2 gal. 100
Tubs , washing , oval "3 1/2 gal. 60
Nails, Assorted lbs. 12
Tools, Shoemakers sets 3Pumps Insecticide (Flit -guns ) 6

Cooking- and Feeding Equipment
Blocks, chopping 4Basins , soup 1,500
Bowls, mixing % 12
Cans , 3 gal. 60
Castors , pepper 150
Containers , insulated 90Can openers 60Colanders 9
Dishes , meat , tin , large 60
Forks , carving ' 30
Forks , table 1,300Forks , serving 9
Knives , carving 30
Knives , table 1,500

Cooking and Feeding Equipment (cont’d)
Knives , serving 9
Kettles , camp oval 12 qt . 375Kettles 60
Ladles cooks 80
Ladles , serving 9
Mugs, drinking 1,500
Plates , dinner 1,500Pots , mustard 150
Pots or jugs, tea 50
Peelers , vegetable ~ 24
Stoves , soyer 40Salt cellars 150
Saucepans 12
Spoons , dessert 1,500Spoons, serving 54

* Note: Estimated requirements based on two sittings ot 1,500.
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Medical Equipment

The equivalent of one operational unit of medical equipment consist¬
ing of:

a. drug sub-unit
b. dressing sub-unit
c. surgical instrument sub-unit

Note : Where these are not available the ARB/CAD Basic Medical Unit may
be broken down into 20 sub -units each sufficient for 5,000 displaced persons for
one month.
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Appendix 2

STANDARD LIST OP JOB CATEGORIES
Perufzeiclmis

A. Verwaltend, Schreiberbetreffend A., Administrative and Clerical
1. Biiroangestellter 1. Office Clerk2. Dolmetscher—3Sprachen 2. Interpreter—3 languages3. Dolmetscher—English Sprech-ende 3. Interpreter —English Speaking
4. Dolmetscher—Uebersetzer 4. Interpreter—Translator5. Feuerwehrmann 5. Fireman6. Ladenbesitzer 6. Storekeeper7. Lehrer 7. Teacher8. Maschinenschreiber 8. Typist9. Rechtsanwalt, Advokat 9. Lawyer10. Schutzmann 10. Policeman11. Speditent 11. Warehouseman12. Stenograph—(English Schrei-ben) 12. Stenograph (write in English)

B. Bauindustrien u. Verwandte
Industrien B. Building and Allied Trades

13. Anstreicher 13. Painter14. Architect 14. Architect15. Ausschachtungen Zugmaschin-en u. andere Baumaschinen.
15. Constr. Machine Operator

16. Dachdecker 16. Roofer17. Einschafeisen Arbeiter 17. Structural steel worker18. Elektroinstallateure 18. Electrician a19. Glaser 19. Glazier20. Klempner, Installateur e 20. Plumber, pipe fitter21. Landmesser, Bauingenieure 21. Surveyor, civil engineer22. Leitungsmann 22. Lineman (wire layer)23. Maurer 23. Mason, bricklayer24. Fflasterer, Asphaltarbeiter 24. Paviout, Asphalter (roads)25. Putzer, Stukkateure 25. Plastorer, stuecoworker26. Verarbeiter, Bauwerk 26. Construction foreman27. Zeichner 27. Draftsman28. Zimmerman 28. Carpenter29. Zement Bauarbeiter 29. Cement building worker
C. Verkehrwesen, Mitteilung C. Transportation & Communication30. Arbeitskrafte fur Unterhalt u.

Ausbesserung v. EisenbahnMaterial
30. Railway repair and mainte¬

nance shop workers
31. Automechaniker 31. Mechanic, automotive32. Kraftwagenfiihrer 32. Chauffeur33. Lastkraftwagenfuhrer 33. Truck Driver34. Lokomotivfiihrer 34. Locomotive engineer35. Lokomotivheizer 35. Locomotive fireman
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36. Schaffner (Eisenbahn)
37. Schlepperfiihrer
38. Stauer u. Dockarbeiter
39. Strassenbahn u. Autobusfuhrer
40. Weicheverkende

D. Gasthof u. Gaststattenindustrie
41. Friseur
42. Kollner oder Kellnerin
43. Koch
44. Waschearbeiter

E. Nahrungs Industrie
45. Backer
46. Fleischer
47. Molker, Senner
48. Muller

F . Bekleidungs Industrie
49. Schneider
50. Schuhmaeher
51. Textilwerker

G. Gesundheitsbetriebe
52. Apotheker
53. Arzt
54. Krankenpfeger
55. Tierart
56. Zahnarzt

H. Landwirtschajt , Borgbau , u.s.w.
57. Bergman , unteragearbeiter
58. Fischer
59. Holzhauer , Faller
60. Landwirt
61. Sagemiihlearbeiter
62. Steinbrecher
63. Ubrige Bergleute

I . Metall Industrie
64. Ausbesserer , Schlosser
65. Blecharbeiter
66. Elementarbeiter
67. Grobschmied
68. Heier
69. Ingenieur , maschinenbaukunst
70. Kesselschlosser
71. Klempner (Dampf)
72. Lokomotivschlosser
73. Maschinist
74. Nietschlosser
75. Schmelzer

36. Conductor -guard (railway)
37. Tractor driver
38. Stevedore and dockworker
39. Tram and bus driver
40. Switchman (railway)

D. Hotel and Catering Trades
41. Barber
42. Waiter or waitress
43. Cook
44. Laundry worker

E. Food Industries
45. Baker
46. Butcher
47. Dairyman , cheesemaker
48. Miller

F . Clothing Industry
49. Tailor
50. Shoemaker , cobbler
51. Textile worker

G. Health Services
52. Pharmacist
53. Doctor
54. Nurse
55. Veterinary
56. Dentist

H. Agriculture , Mining, etc.
57. Miner—underground
58. Fisherman
59. Axmean, lumberman
60. Farmer
61. Sawmill worker
62. Quarryman
63. Other miner

I . Metal Industry
64. Repairman , utility
65. Sheet metal worker
66. Battery worker
67. Blacksmith
68. Fireman , stationery
69. Engineer , stationery
70. Boilermaker
71. Steamfitter
72. Locomotive fitter
73. Machinist
74. Riveter
75. Foudryman
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76. Schweisser
77. Takler
78. Ohne Beruf
79. Uebrige Arbeiter
80. Uebrige technische Arbeiter
81. Uebrige verwaltendarbeiter

Oder Angestellte

76. Welder
77. Rigger
78. Unskilled workers
79. Other worker
80. Other skilled workers
81. Other clerical workers

(
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Appendix 3

FEEDING INFANTS AND CHILDREN FROM ARMY RATIONS

1. Where special foods for infants and young children are not avail¬
able C and K type rations (or their equivalent in British Army rations)
may be used . The War Department has issued a bulletin on the sub¬
ject : War Department Technics 1 Bulletin , TBMED 53, “Emergency
Feeding of Infants , Children , and other Special Groups of Civil Popula¬
tions,’’ 12 June , 1944. The following paragraphe from a U.S. Children ’s
Bureau publication may be helpful.

2. Modification of “C” rations for infants and young children.

The “C” biscuits and the day’s cocoa allowance and the lemonade
crystals provide a fairly balanced diet for a day for two small infants.
Vitamin A is entirely lacking , and should , if possible, be provided from
Army Medical stores.

a. For infant feeding.
Cocoa:  Prepare 2 1/2 ounce packet in the ration according
to directions on the packet , but make paste with previously
boiled cool water , and add boiling water up to a total volume
of one canteen cup (1 1/2 pints ) . Give 1/2 canteen cupful to
each infant , divided into 4 feedings (4 oz.) .
“C” biscuits:  Pour boiling water over 10 “C” biscuits and
allow to soak until soft . Mash with a fork. Add more water
if necessary to make a soup or gruel consistency. Half the
total amount , divided into 4 feedings for each infant.
Lemonade:  Dissolve contente of 1 envelope of crystals in 1/3
canteen cup of cooled boiled water . Add 4 lumps of sugar.
Stir well. Divide between two infants.

b. For older infants and young children.
In addition to above give each older infant and young child:
“C” biscuits , 2 to 3 additional.
Meat and vegetable hash , 1 to 2 mess-kit spoonfuls, with water
added to make proper consistency for feeding.

3. Modification of “K” rations for infants and young children

a. For Infant feeding.
Six “K2” biscuits and one-half a can of the American cheese
and one-half the lemonade crystals contained in the ration
will provide enough food for 24 hours for a small infant.
The cheese and biscuit mixture should toe divided into
4 equal feedings.
Cheese and biscuit formula:  Pour boiling water over all recep¬
tacles and implements to be used in making up the mixture
immediately before using them.
Pour boiling water over 12.“K2” biscuits and allow to soak.
Melt 1 can of cheese over hot water . Add a few Mess Kit
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spoonfuls of boiling water and stir until a smooth mixtureis obtained.
Mash up the soaked biscuits and add them and the water inwhich they have been soaking to the melted cheese.Add enough water to make a thin gruel which can be fedby spoon. If nursing bottles are to be used , add boiled waterup to a total volume of 2 canteen cups (1 1/2 qts .) . This willprovide 8 feedings of 3/4 canteen cup (6 oz.) . Four feedingsof this amount would be required toy one infant for one day.
Lemonade:  Dissolve contents of 1 envelope in 1/3 canteen cupof cool tooiled water . Add 4 lumps of sugar and stir well.Give one-half of this amount to each of 2 infants.

b. For older infants and young children.
Older infants may not be satisfied by the above mixture.For these additional “K2” biscuits soaked in boiling waterand mashed may be fed as a cereal.

4. Reconstitued milk.
a. Dried skim milk powder should be reconstituted by addingabout 9 lbs . water to 1 lb . milk powder . It should not beused for infants.
b. Condensed milk should toe reconstituted by adding an equalvolume of water . It should be reserved for infants and youngchildren , with second priority to pregnant and lactatingmothers.
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Appendix 4
DISPOSAL OP SURPLUS

PROPERTY
1. Disposal of Excess Baggage of Repatriates.

a. Assembly Center Directors should make arrangements to store
surplus property in a warehouse adequately proof against
deterioration and pilfering.

b. This property should be securely packed and clearly marked
with a view to dispatch when conditions permit , under arran¬
gements to be made with national authorities.

c. Assembly Center Directors should make it clear that Military
Government can assume no responsibility for the safe custody
and despatch of such property , though every effort will be
made in this direction.

d. The conveyance of any property from Germany is subject
to export regulations (see Mil/Gov Law No. 53 and any
further instructions issued in connection therewith ).

2. Property of Deceased Displaced Persons.
a. The Center Director or a responsible staff member designated

by him will collect the deceased ’s personal effects up to 25
kgs. These effects should principally include strictly personal
items.

b Any property in excess of 25 kgs. (unless the deceased has
left instructions for it to be given to other displaced persons)
will be sold and the proceeds added to other personal effects.

c An inventory of the effects should be made out in duplicate,
one copy to be kept at the Center.

d. All money,  securities , small objects of value (subject to expert
regulations ) and personal papers should be put in one
package with a copy of the inventory.

e. The other effects should be packed separately.
f. Both package should be sealed and clearly market with

themamo of the deceased , his , homo address and to address
of the Reception Center to which the package will be sent.

g. Both packages will be given into the custody of the officer
in charge of theconvoy , who will sign a receipt for them and
retain a copy of it.

h . He will deliver the package to the Reception Center Director
and obtain his counter -signature on the copy of the receipt,
which he will send through channels to SHAEF, G-5 DPX.

i. The Centre Director will itemize the personal effects and
action taken in space 24 of the original DP-2 Card , which
will be sent through channels to SHAEF, G-5 DPX.



Appendix 5MEDICAL SUPPLIES FOR REPATRIATION CONVOYS

1. Instrument's and Dressing Kit.
Item No. Item No.Knife , operating . 1 Tourniquets . 2Forceps , tissue. i Cotton obsorbants , 100 gms. 5Scissors, surgical. i Bandages , Triangular .. 3Scissors, bandage. i Bandages , combination 6Hemostats. 2 Adhesive 1” . 2Needle Holder. 1 Gauze , compresses. 12Catgut . :. 2 Bandail , inches. 36Needles, suture , assorted Cresol, ounces. 2Suture , silk or linen. 2 Canves containers. 1

2. Drugs Kit.
Item Unit No.Iodine . . 4 cc. ampule 5Merthiolate . . tube 1Alcohol . . ounce 8Ethyl Chloride. . ampule 2Ether . . pound 1/4Aspirin . . tablet 100Phenobarbital . 50Sodium bicarbonate . . tablet 100Bismuth . 100) orParegoric . 50) orBismuth and Paregoric ... . tablet 50Magnesium sulphate . 1/4Sulfanilamide . 100Caffein . 10Novocain . 5Adrenalin . 5Ergot .

Sulfanilamide powder. 2
Yellow oxide mercury ointment . . tube 2Zinc oxide ointment . . tube 2Boric Acid Powder . 1Morphine .Canvas containers . 20
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Appendix 6
POOD AND NUTRITION

(a) The Pood combinations discussed herein are designed to supply
a basic minimum of 2,000 calories per day , conditions permitting . It
is contemplated that a supplement of 2 ozs evaporated milk per day
should be provided for children —6 months to 1 year, nursing mothers
in full lactation , children of the 1-3 and 3-6 year age groups, and
expectant mothers during the 5-9 months of pregnancy , in the ’order
of importance as listed . For those individuals engaged in heavy labor,
an additional 1,000 calories is desirable , affording a total daily consump¬
tion of 3,000 calories for this group , if possible.

Ob) Classes of foods and supply planning.
The following information may be utilised in planning supplies for

communal feeding and in reviewing the allotment of supplies.
Poods are grouped into classes because of their approximate similar

nutritive value or due to the fact that they are unique , or appear in
considerable quantity in the dietary . Most natural foods contain
varying amounts of all nutrients . Some foods, such as potatoes , while
low in certain constituents , are nutritionally important in view of the
large quantities consumed , thereby making an important contribution
to the dietary . Other foods, rich in cerain of the nutritional consti¬
tuents , are relatively unimportant to the dietary as a whole, due to
the small quantities consumed . Many varied combinations of foods
will supply an adequate (balanced ) diet . If certain foods are not
available , substitutions can be made , but compensation should be made
for the interchange of foods which may differ in important nutritional
constituents . Substitution ma y be made in food classes but attention
must be accorded proportionate values . In making substitutions,
attention must also be given to the effect they will have on the food
habits of the population and the general acceptability (edibility) of
the combinations of foods offered.

(c) Equivalent Poods and food substitutions.
The accompanying table lists foods in their respective classes

together with their equivalents (by weight ), which factors may be
used in the substitution of foods. The following examples illustrate
the use of the substitution factors . Assume the equivalent of 100 lbs
fresh meat is desired in terms of cannet meat . Prom the table of
equivalents the substitution factor for carcass meat is established as
1.00 and for canned meat o.8. Therefore , multiply 100 lbs by 0.8 which
gives 80 lbs of canned meat required . To substitute carcass meat for
lOOlbs of canned meat , divide by the factor 0.8, i.e., 100 lbs divided by
0.8 equals 125 lbs of carcass meat to be used

«
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(d) Foods-Listed According to Classes.

Class of Pood SubstitutionItems factors (weight
equivalent)Meat, Fish and

Poultry Carcass . 1.0Canned—(French 0.66) . 0.8Boneless . 0.7Fish salted, dried . 0.8Hashes and Stews . 1.4Cheese to, Meat canned) . (0.8 )(or to, Meat, carcass) . (0.64)(French 1.0)
Milk and Products Whole Milk . 1.0(except butter). Evap ” . 0.5Dried ” . 0.125Cheese . 0.14
Eggs Shell . 1.0Dehydrated . 0.25Fats Butter or Margarine . (Equal values)Other Fats

(Equal values)Sugar and Syrups Sugar—gran, or brown . 1.0Syrup, Honey . 1.25Jams, Jellies . 1.50Grain Products
(cereals)

Bread . 1.0Cereals . 0.7Flour . ;. 0.75Macaroni . 0.75Rice . 0.75Biscuits, Army (French 0.8) . 0.6Dried Legumes
(pulses)

Beans, dried . 1.0Peas, ” 1.0Beans, baked . 3.0
Vegetables, leafy Canned . 1.0green and yellow Fresh . 2.5Dehydrated . 0.2Tomatoes and

Citrus Fruits
Fresh . 1.0Canned . 0.5

Potatoes Irish . 1.0Sweet . 1.0Dehydrated . 0.2(Bread plus other vegetables) . (0.2)Other Vegetables. Fresh . 1-0Other Fruits. Canned . 0.5Dehydrated . 0.2
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Substitution
Class of Pood Items factors (weight

equivalent
Fruits , Dried and Dried . 1.0

Dehydrated . Dehydrated . 0.4
Beverages . Wine, or in place of wine . 1.0

(Bread ) . (0.28)
(Sugar ) . (0.18)

(e) Typical Food Patterns
The table of Typical Food Patterns below illustrates the quantities of

food that will supply approximately 2,000 calories in five different com¬
bination (or with supplements , 3,000 calories for working men ). They are
prepared with quantities of basic foods considered for rations or distribu¬
tion plus certain indigenous supplies , which , if used as illustrated , will
supply fairly satisfactory dietaries . The table must nos, however, be
constructed as definite requirements since many other combinations
might do as well. Footnotes indicate certain variations:

Typical Food Patterns —Based on available rationed food (2 ) (4)
(Expressed as ounces per capita per day)

CLASS OP POOD

Meat .
Corned Beef .

Milk Products .
Milk, Evap (1) .
Cheese . .

Eggs . ..
Fats .

Butter .
Oleo (fort ) .
Fats , other (lard ).

Sugar .
Grain Products .

Bread —85 per cent . Extraction.
Flour —85 per cent . Extraction.
Legumes—Pulses .

Vegetables .
Leafy Green and Yellow (5) ...Tomatoes —Citrus .

Potatoes .
Other Vegetables .
Other Fruits .
Fruit —Dried .
Beverages .

Coffee—Tea .
Wine .
Chocolate .

I n III IV V (3)
ozs ozs OZS ozs ozs

4.00 4.00 4.00 4.00 2.00

.50 1.00 .50 1.00

.50 .50 .50

.75 .75 .75 .50
1.25 1.00 .50

11.00 10.00 11.00 10.00 11.00
1.00 2.00 2.00 3.00

1.00 1.00 2.00 2.00 2.00
4.00 4.00 4.00 5.00 4.00

16.00 16.00 18.00 21.00
6.00 4.00 4.00
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Footnotes:

1. Two (2) ounces evaporated milk or equivalent for children six (6) monthsto one (1) year , nursing - women , children one (1) to three (3 ) and three (3) tosix (6) years of age , and pregnant women , in the order listed depending uponavailability.
2. Examples are restricted in kind and amount , with the exception of vegetables,to items considered for rations or rationing.3. Thi scombination of foods will be difficult to consume because it lacks extra

fat . It should be used only in emergencies.
4. The caloric content of the above food patterns may be increased to threethousand (3,000) calories for heavy workers as follows:

Example I .—Add Meat and Vegetable Stew , 2.25 ozs ; Cheese .50 oz;Flour 2 ozs ; Wine 4.70 ozs . Increase Bread to 21 ozs , and Legumes (Pulses)to 2 ozs.
Example II .—Add corned beef 2.25 ozs  and Wine 4 ozs (by wt ) . IncreaseSugar to 1.25 oz ; Bread to 18 ozs ; Fio-ur to 2 ozs ; Legumes (Pulses ) to 2 ozs.
Example III .—Add Wine 5 ozs (by wt ) and increase Sugar to 1.25 ozs;Bread to 24 ozs.
Example IV.—Add Wine 8 ozs , and increase Bread to 18 ozs ; Potatoesto 30 ozs.
Example V.—Add Sugar 1.50 oz ; Wine 8 ozs ; increase Cheese to 1.50 oas;Bread to 16 ozs ; Potatoes to 33 ozs.

5. Four ounces of Leafy Green and Yellow Vegetables is a minimum quantity,more than this amount is desirable . Tomatoes actually belong to this class andare an excellent source of Vitamin C.
(f ) Caloric Value of Some Rationed Foods

(Expressed in Terms of 100 gms and 1 oz)

ITEM CALORIES-
100 gms.

CALORIES
1 oz.

Meat —Fresh , Carcass (Weighted Av .) . 197 56
Fresh , Lean Meat . 120 34
Meat & Veg . Stew & Hashes. 120 34
Corned Beef (canned ) . 244 70
Fish , canned . 170 48Milk Products .
Milk —Fresh . 53 15
Milk —Evap . 140 40
Milk—POW (whole ) . 485 138
Milke —POW (skimmed ) . 360 102
Cheese , 20 per cent , Fat . 308 87

Fats , Butter . 745 212
Oleo (Fortified ) . 768 218
Other Fats (Lard , Oils , etc .) . 891 253

Sugar . 400 113Grain Products .
Bread (85 per cent ) . 247 70
Flour (85 per cent ) . 346 98
Rice . 349 99
Biscuits . 412 117

Legumes (Pulses ) . 305 886
Soups , dehydrated . 334 95
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ITEM
CALORIES-

100 gms.
CALORIES-

1 OZ.

Vegetables.
L.G. & Y. 26 8

Potatoes. 65 18
Other vegetables. 15 4
Beverages .

Wine . 70 20
Chocolate (Vitaminized ) . 522 148

Table of Weight Equivalents
28.4 gms—1. oz.

100 gms—3.5 ozs.
(1 Kg) 1,000 gms—2.2 lbs.

454 gms—1 lb (18 ozs).
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